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Editor's Note 

Aristotle said "all men want to know" and "the feeling of wonder makes the true 
philosopher". In the rapidly changing world of the 21 century there is too much to 
know, explain and interpret. New socio-cultural, economic and political opportunities 
and challenges have emerged. A gigantic change in the value framework is 
perceptible. These transitions and changes have opened up new opportunity for 
academia as well as entrusted new responsibilities. In fact, at every step a research 
problem is waiting for a keen researcher and everyday a new area of research is 
emerging. Further, the technological advancement has also proved to be a great help 
for researchers by easing the process of research and broadening the access to 
facts/data/information. In the present era of information revolution, getting 
information has become a matter of one click. But merely a bundle of information can 
produce neither quality research nor solution to social problems - the prime 
responsibility of the intelligentsia. What is needed is the ability to observe and 
interpret and most importantly a penchant to know. The penchant to know beyond the 
know can uncover many perspectives to look at reality and thereby lead to new 
research adding to the domain of knowledge. 

I am very glad to present before you the first issue of our Bi-lingual Journal 
VASANT SAHASTRADHARA, the main objective of the Journal is to provide a 
platform for interdisciplinary exchange where researchers and scholars from different 
disciplines can share their ideas, perspectives and findings. It aspires to promote 
dialogues between disciplines and perspectives. 

This issue has eleven papers from various disciplines representing different 
perspectives like philosophical, spiritual, psychological, politico-legal, literary and 
educational. All the papers are rich in their content and have element of newness. 

I express my gratitude to contributors for their intellectual inputs. I am also 
thankful to the members of the Advisory Board for their valuable suggestions. I 
congratulate the members of Editorial Board for their efforts. 
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Psycho-Physiological Mechanism of Spirituality-Health 
Relationship: Theoretical Conceptualization 

A. K. Srivastava 

"The health is wealth" was first written by philosopher Ralph Waldo Emerson 
in the 19" century. Health has always been considered valuable by people. In 
contemporary societies people are becoming more health conscious. However, there 
have been controversies regarding the concept, components and causes of sound or ill 
health. Commonly, health is considered as a state of feeling well and not being sick. 
Generally, we think about health in terms of absence of objective (biological) signs 
and subjective symptoms of ill-health. Since ancient times people have been curious 
about the causes of good or ill-health, and have been adopting different modes of cure 
of the sickness. Contemporary concepts of healing, health, and illness are founded on 
these ancient systems. Thousands of years ago people used to believe that physical 
and mental illness were caused by mystical forces, such as evil spirits. Further, the 
philosophers of ancient Greece produced the ideas about physiology, disease process, 
and the mind between 500 and 300 B. C. Hippocrates, often called the "Father of 
Medicine" proposed a "humoral" theory to explain why people get sick. According to 
this theory, body contains four types of humors (fluid) and a imbalanced or faulty 
mixture of these humors cause diseases. Galen, a famous physician of the 2" century 
A D., believed in humeral theory but also discovered that illness can be localized, 
with pathology in specific part of the body, and different diseases have different 
effects. During Middle Ages, due to influence of Church, human being was regarded 
as a creature with a soul, possessed of a free will, subject only to his own willfulness 
and perhaps the will of God. During this period people's ideas about the cause of 
illness took on pronounced religious overtones, and the belief in demon became 
strong again (Sarason & Sarason, 1984). Sickness was considered as God's 
punishment for doing evil things. As a result, the Church came to control the practice 
of medicine, and priest became increasingly involved in treating the illness. It was not 
until the 13" century that new ideas about the mind-body relationship began to 
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emerge. The Italian philosopher St. Thomas Aquinas rejected the old Greek 
Philosopher's view of "body-mind split", and saw them as an interrelated units that 
from the whole person (Leahey, 1987). After renaissance (14" and 15" Centuries) 
scholars became more 'human-centered' than 'God-centered' in their search for truth. 
In I7century great philosopher Descartes again regarded mind and body as separate 
entities, and conceived body as a machine. He proposed that mind and body, though 
separate, could communicate through the pineal gland. He also believed that soul in 
human beings leaves the body at death. Advancements in knowledge in science, 
technology, and medicine, and belief in mind-body split laid foundation of 
"Biomedical Model" for conceptualizing health and illness. The diseases were 
explained by disturbance in physiological processes, which result from bio-chemical 
imbalance, bacterial or viral infections, etc. This view became widely accepted during 
19" and 20" century, and still represents the dominant view in medicine. In second 
half of the 20" century, mind-body interaction was again indirectly recognized 
through acceptance of the role of psychological characteristics and behaviour pattern 
(life style) in determining the status of people's health. It can be noticed that some 
people get illnesses more frequently than most people do and get well more slowly. 
The idea of connection between medicine, health and psychology was formalized by 
Freud during early 20"" century. He noticed that some patients showed symptoms of 
physical illness without any biological disorder. He proposed that these symptoms 
were converted from unconscious emotional conflicts. He called these condition 
"conversion hysteria". The symptoms can include paralysis, deafness, blindness, and 
loss of sensation in some part of the body. Consequently the field of "psychosomatic 
medicine" emerged. It accepted that in the process of illness mind and body both are 
involved. In 1960, the scope of psychosomatic medicine become broader, and it 
concerned with the interrelationships among psychological and social factors, 
biological and physiological functions, and the development of illness (Lipowski, 
1986). Later the discipline of "behavioural medicine" emerged in the 1970's to study 
the role of psychology in illness. These researchers revealed that the link between the 
mind and body is more direct and pervasive. An other new discipline, which directly 
involved in studying role of psychology in health, emerged in 1978 in the name of 
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"Health Psychology. The discipline aimed at promotion and maintenance of health. 
It also focuses on identifying the causes and diagnosing correlates of health and 
illness. The latest perspective of health and illness, "Biopsychosocial Model", 
expanded the "biomedical" view by adding to biological factors, the influence of 
psychological and social factors. All the three factors affect and are affected by the 
person's health. Significant role of life style, habits, personality characteristics and 
cognitive processes in determining health status has been accepted. Accordingly, the 
WHO has to add to physical well-being, the psychological, social and spiritual well 
being as the dimensions of health. 

Recently, in contemporary societies people have again started linking religiosity 
and spirituality to health. These are basically cognitive phenomenon founded on 
belief system. Religiosity and spirituality are considered helpful in resisting illness 
and maintaining physical and psychological well-being. Thus we can see that the idea 
of mind-body integration, an idea prevailing in earliest period of history, has again 
revived and being scientifically proved. People's faith in God or a super power and 
interest in spirituality is ever increasing all over world. In 1998 Gallup Polls, 60% of 
American reported religion to be very important in their lives. More than 82% people 
acknowledged a need for spiritual growth. Survey confirrns a remarkable rise in 
spiritual concern (Gallup & Jones, 2000). More than 100 years back, William James 
in 1902 wrote about the relationship between "religion and neurology" (physiological 
changes). The term spirituality has a long and diverse career. James equated religion 
with spirituality. Oxford Dictionary defined spirituality as vital quality giving life or 
energy to material human elements of a person. Most of the religions used tenn 
spirituality to refer to that which is experienced and considered to be transcendent, 
sacred, holy, or divine. Spirituality relates to a person's character, personality, 
disposition with an emphasis on person's social and emotional style and manner of 
living. Spirituality has been described as transcendent relationship with sacred in life 
(Walsh, 2000) or with something divine beyond the self (Emmons, 1999). Spirituality 
is also described as inner belief system which concerns the essence of one's being. It 
develops a sense of higher consciousness that connects the creature and the creator. It 
integrates body, mind and spirit. Hindu spiritual philosophy is theistic which believes 
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in the existence of God (a supreme or spiritual reality), an immortal soul, or any other 
type of deity or deities. It has exerted some influence on transpersonal psychology. 
The term "transpersonal" refers to the developmental paradigm of this school, which 
posits that psychospiritual growth proceeds from pre-personal and then personal 
stages of identity formation, to finally transpersonal stage. Transpersonalists argue 
that the pre-personal and personal stages have been described in psychoanalysis and 
developmental psychology, but that transpersonal stages are based primarily on 
spiritual and mystical experiences described by Jung and both Eastern and Western 
spiritual traditions. 

Previously, it was assumed that spirituality can not be studied scientifically 
because spirituality is immaterial and beyond senses. However, there has been 
resurgence of interest in investigating the impact of religious and spiritual factors on 
health outcomes. A large amount of scientific research on spirituality and religiosity 
has been done. The Journal of Scientific Study of Religion has already published 41 
volumes. A large number of instruments are available for studying religious variables. 
Similarly, elusive phenomena, such as complex cognitive process, emotional states 
and inner working of psychopathology, are now regular topics of scientific study. 
'American Psychologist' (Jan. 2003) contains a set of articles included to stimulate, 
inform, and improve the quality of scientific research on spirituality, religion and 
health. In good number of studies religiosity and spirituality have been found, in 
general, to be positively related with wellness. Spirituality has also been found to be 
an important component among patients' ability to cope with serious and chronic 
illness (Brady, et al., 1999; Ehman et al., 1999; Roberts et al., 1997). The incidence of 
this resurgence can be witnessed in growing number of research articles on this topic. 
Good number of research pointed to link between various aspects of religiosity and 
spirituality and better physical and mental health (Ellison et al., 1998; Levin et al., 
1998; Mathews et al., 1998; Muller et al., 2001). Some studies were conducted to 
examine the effect of Indo-Christian religious practices. In these studies 
religiosity/spirituality were found to be associated with lower blood pressure and low 
hyper-tension (Koenig et al., 1998; Stiffen et al., 2001), better lipid profiles 
(Friedlander et al., 1985; Friedlander et al., 1987), and better immune function 
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(Koenig et al., 1997; Woods et al., 1999; Ironson et al., 2002; Sephton et al., 200 I). In 
some other studies yoga, meditation and relaxation have been noted developing sound 
health. These practices which relate to religiosity and spirituality, have been found to 
be positively correlated with lower blood pressure (Schneider et al., 1995; Patel et al., 
1985; Schmidt et al., 1997), lower cholesterol (Patel et al., 1985; Schmidt et al., 
1997), lower stress hormonal level (Sudsuang et al., 1997; Infante et al., 1998; 
Walton et al., 1995), low stress hormone reactivity (MacLean et al., 1997), and 
differential pattern of brain activity (Lou et al., 1999; Lazar et al., 2000; Newberg et 
al., 2001). Meditation and relaxation have also been found to be associated with better 
health outcomes among clinical patients (Kabat-Zinn et al., 1992, 1998; Garfinkel ct 
al., 1998; Schneider et al., 1995). However, these studies and their evaluation done by 
Seeman, Dubin and Seeman (Jan. 2003) actually reflect evidence relating to a number 
of health outcomes rather than the evidence for specific outcomes. Seeman et al. 
(2003) suggested that final assessment of the potential benefits of 
meditation/relaxation intervention with respect to health outcomes will require further 
research evidence. 

India is considered as the land of origin and practice of spirituality, yoga and 
meditation. The conviction of mind (soul)-body integration can be traced to the 
earliest period of history. Any positive or negative changes in one affect the other. It 
was believed that sound mind leads to better health, and healthy body houses sound 
mind (soul). Yoga and meditation, two pathways to spiritualism, have been in 
practice in India since ancient times. lt was believed by the people that these practices 
lead to a state of unification of body, mind, and soul, and help in maintenance of 
sound physical and mental health. "Upanishad", ancient Indian religious literature, 
described meditation as the route to the highest knowledge (spiritual knowledge) 
when self-realization, which is integration of inner self or spirit into the cosmic spirit, 
occurs. "Surrender of ego" to God or supreme power is an indicator of enhanced 
spiritual quotient. In this stage person leaves every thing to God and perform all his 
roles sincerely with no expectation of any reward or returns. He would accept all 
positive and negative outcomes or situations as desire of or destined by the supreme 
power. Accordingly Lord Krishna in Geeta says, "Kannanyewadhikarste ma faleshu 
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kadachan" (Your right is to perform your duty only, not to the fruits thereof). Krishna 
further says, "Fly unto Him for refuge with all your being. By his grace you shall 
obtain supreme peace and eternal abede". Swami Chinmayanand elaborated it and 
said, "The surrender unto Lord should not be a temporary self-deception; it should be 
done with a total spirit of devotion and with a state of ego-lessness". These beliefs 
can help in maintenance of sound physical health through sound mind and mental 
health. 

Regarding the mechanism of the positive effects of religious and spiritual 
practices on health, it may be argued that certain cognitive patterns, psychological 
features and behavioural pattern developed from these practices lead to sound health 
through consequently enhanced psychological resistance to adverse physical and 
social conditions and health promoting positive physiological functioning. Religious 
and spiritual practices develop the tendency of tolerance, patience, low anxiety, self 
control, positive affectivity, broader perspective, contentment, emotional control, 
optimism, resistance to adversities, morality, self-efficacy (based on confidence in 
God's blessing), altruism, kindness, affection, etc. The psychological strength one 
gets through these psychological and behavioural tendencies help in resisting to 
environmental adversities, and through brain, also enhances the magnitude of 
secretion of positive hormones and function of immune system, lowers down stress 
reactivity (physiological), improves protein metabolism and vegetation functions 
through mental peace and sound sleep. Besides the psychological tendencies, life 
style of the person engaged in religious and spiritual practices help in maintenance of 
sound physical health. However, these speculations regarding relationship of 
religiosity/spirituality and health is hypothetical and not well empirically established. 
More scientific study, using sound methodology, of these hypothetical propositions is 
warranted. 

Practically, religiosity and spirituality have three dimensions, i.e., cognitive, 
affective, and action. A religious or spiritual person believes in existence of a 
supreme power and perceives and thinks, feels, and acts in specific manner which 
leads to achievement of bliss, i.e., experience of "Sat-Chit-Anand" (Eternity 
Knowledge of truth/God-Inner pleasure). Patanjali's "Ashtang Yoga" helps in having 
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this experience. A combination of three types of yogas, i.e., "Gyan" yoga (the 
intellectual path), "Bhakti" yoga ( devotional path), and "Karma" yoga (the path of 
action) leads a person to the goal of connecting with supreme power. 

I am of view that religious and spiritual practices should be a part of our day to 
day life. We need not withdraw from all our social responsibilities and roles for the 
sake of religious and spiritual activities. We should perform our various roles with 
full sincerity, with a blend of religious and spiritual beliefs and values. An adequate 
coordination between our materialistic and spiritual dimensions of life may prove to 
be a practical and realistic approach for majority of us to achieve the goals of 
physical, psychological, social and spiritual well-being. 

Current empirical evidence suggests that religiosity/spirituality may be linked to 
important physiological regulatory processes and to health. However, the processes 
by which these relationships occur are poorly understood and sometimes beyond 
reality. Additional research is needed that encompasses sound research methodology 
and includes more representative samples. It is also a point to distinguish religious 
practices from spirituality while studying their effect on health. More research on 
physiological mechanism of spirituality-well being (physical and mental) relationship 
is warranted. It is a topic of high public interest and should be investigated more in 
order to get better health, greater inner peace, fuller sense of meaning and satisfaction 
in life to the people in present era of materialistic and high stress, anxiety and 
dissatisfaction. Increased level of affluence and materialism has not been able to 
provide satisfaction in life and psychological well-being to people in the present day 
world. 
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Globalization, Language and Literature 
Anita Singh 

When Faustus, a character in Christopher Marlow's play sold his soul to the 
devil, he thought he was only in for a few add on's: a little more knowledge, a little 
more power in an otherwise unchanged life, little did he know he had crossed the 
frontiers into a different scale of reality where his wishes were no longer the ones that 
counted. Have we also Faustus like, regardless of consequences entered the global 
mega system whose life is governed by considerations alien to human beings. 

To begin with what do we mean when we talk about globalization? Most 
commonly it means the removal of national boundaries as impediments to the free 
flow of capital, of goods, of service. The entire system is crafted, of course, mostly by 
and for the great multinational corporations who are increasingly in the business of 
raising capital in one part of the world, investing it in another, to produce something 
that can be sold in a third. Any great imperial system is always accompanied by a 
declaration of noble purpose. 19" century colonialism was justified as the white 
man's burden; the Soviet grip on Eastern Europe was justified as upholding the 
proletariat against the bourgeoisie; likewise the rule of the multinational, the new 
imperialists of our age, is justified as leveling the international playing field and 
allowing fair competition (Hochschild: 1998:1235). But this we know is far from the 
truth. If globalization refers to a unified world, then the divisions of the world into 
first, second and third loses its significance. In reality, however, this division does 
exist, the process of uneven development is likely to be intensified by globalization 
and its impacts are going to be unequal and different in different parts of the world. 
The effects of globalization are more far reaching than those of the trade in tangible 
objects, for here we are talking about forces that mold minds, tastes, and values. 
Media plays a significant role in this globalized world as it creates a mass of cultural 
transmission that cognitively 'map' or orders the world in a certain way. The eating 
habits of cosmopolitan Indians have been inundated with the influx from Mac 
Donald's, Pizza huts, Wimpy's, Kentucky Fried Chicken and so on. Trends of 
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celebrating days like Father's Day, Mother's Day, Valentine Day, Friendship Day 
have become rampant- with cards and gift companies cashing in the great 
celebrations. All this indicates to a whole production and marketing of culture. Mass 
media confronts the viewers with a myriad of lifestyles and cultures. In this way, one 
culture intersects other culture in other words center intersects with a periphery and 
vice versa, However asymmetrical power relations often characterize this 
intersection. This inequality works in the realm of language. I will now try to analyze 
how the economic and political forces impinge upon languages and literature in 
general and Indian English writing in particular. 

Language 

When we talk about globalization and language we cannot but help talking 
about English. English is increasingly referred to as a global language, a world 
language or an international language. All these terms stem from the fact that English 
is by far the most widely spread language in the world and has become the de 
facto international lingua franca in many domains, including science, technology, 
medicine, air travel etc, 

Also, there arc more people learning English than any other language 
worldwide, The globalization of English language, however, is not only a matter of 
sheer numbers. Indeed, there are certain issues, which concern not only socio 
linguists but each one of us. Here I will only raise three questions, which have an 
important bearing on the use of language and language policy of our country, with 
some of my reflections on them: 

l) English and Imperialism: We all know that British colonialism brought 
many countries in contact with Britain and also quite naturally with its language. In 
India, this contact lasted almost for 200 years, The colonial exercise was not merely 
about conquering territory and economy, which the wealth of 19" century Britain is 
clear evidence of, but also about conquering minds. This is encapsulated in 
Macaulay's famous dictum on the purpose of British education for Indians: "a class 
of persons, Indian in blood and colour, English in taste, in opinion, in morals, and in 
intellect". What this leads to has been pithily noted by Ngugi Wa Thiong'o "it is the 
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final triumph of a system of domination when the dominated starts singing its 
virtues". After independence in India, the problem of choosing a national language 
was a tough nut to crack. In government sectors and in academia many supported 
English as the best candidate for the job of national link language and its automatic 
uplink to the global system. For all practical purposes, English remained with us after 
independence as an associate language, link language or library language or by 
whatever name we chose to call it. The scenario in the 21 century is that millions of 
Indian immigrant, as well as people in cosmopolitan cities, are losing their mother 
tounge an experience which affects millions of people worldwide through the 
pressure to assimilate to a dominant language. The emotional intensity of losing your 
mother tongue is captured by Shakespeare when a character in Richard I reflects on 
what banishment and exile mean: 

The language I have learnt 
... Now I must forgo 
Within my mouth you have engashed my tongue, 
What is thy sentence, but speechless death 
Which robs my tongue from breathing native breath. 

Shakespeare's character expresses the tragedy of language loss for the 
individual. It is much graver loss for human kind when an entire language and culture 
disappear. Perhaps 90% of the world's oral and sign languages are threatened. The 
agony was expressed vividly by a delegate from Mali (Africa) to UNESCO, when 
pleading for funds to record the oral memories of old people, because Mali's history 
was still almost entirely oral and would die with that generation he has aptly said: 
"when an old man dies in one of our villages, a shelf full of books is lost" Contrast 
this with the words of Lord Macaulay, whose educational minutes in India in 1835 set 
the tone for language policy throughout the British Empire. It determined a focus on 
English rather than local languages, at a time when there was a considerable interest 
among British expatriates in learning Indian languages. Macaulay wrote: "I have 
never found one amongst them who could deny that a single shelf of a good European 
library was worth the whole native literature oflndia and Arabia". 
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India has been at the receiving end not only of colonial language policy but of 
global. Obviously yes, if we look at what's on TV, what people eat and wear 
corporate structures and management, advertising, trends in higher education and 
research. It is not hard to see that it is occurring gradually and is not imposed by force 
but through a much subtle process of glocalization. Attitudes towards things British 
and American have been generally positive and receptive. 

2) English and Language Death: Does the spread of English cause the death of 
minor languages and the decline of 'other' big languages? The power of language is 
reflected in its imagery. English tends to be marketed as a language of success, 
hedonism and international mobility -which it is for many people. By contrast, it is 
described as a killer language. John Swales, working on characteristic genres of 
scientific English, describes English as tyrannosaurus rex, a language that gobbles up 
other people's languages. According to the Kenyan writer Ngugi, linguistic 
cannibalism of this sort is a common feature of dominant languages. So we need to 
recall that a language that connotes success for some entails failure for others. We 
have to be careful not to allow seductive metaphors to obscure the fact that there is 
nothing inherent in any given language that makes it good or evil, better or worse 
than others. It is the uses to which humans put language that needs critical scrutiny, 
along with the imagery associated with expanding and contracting languages. 
Nothing l have said so far should be construed that I would suggest that anyone in our 
part of the world should stop learning or be using English that would be foolish. But 
we need in every context to assess whether the choice of language has been decided 
on equitable and whether the linguistic human rights of all speakers of all languages 
are being respected. As the many labels used to describe English indicated opting for 
English is never neutral, English impacts on the local language ecology in multiple 
ways and interlocks with regional and global challenges and constraints. The world 
we inhabit is a world of English speaking have's, and non English speaking have 
not's, the world in which many of the decisions affecting the entire world's 

population are increasingly taken in English. 

All languages arc open ended but English's globalization unprecedented in the 
history of languages will transform it in ways we can now visualize. In future, 
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suggests David Crystal, these could be a tri-English world, one in which speakers 
could speak local English based on dialect at home, a national variety at work or 
school, and international Standard English to talk to foreigners. We have to be wary 
of such a world envisaged by David Crystal where all the people of the world become 
monolingual and our linguistic ecology will be destroyed. 

3) English and Englishes: ls there one standard English or is this language 
fragmenting into increasingly unintelligible varieties? Descriptions of the expansion 
of English have produced terminological cornucopia. Some scholars maintain there 
are now several English languages in different parts of the world. This process started 
in North America in 1789, with Noah Webster pleading for "an American tongue", an 
American declaration, a language with a pronunciation and spelling quite distinct 
from British English. What was achieved for American English has been followed by 
more recently in Australia, Canada, and New Zealand making English a poly 
centric (one with complete norms in different countries) and poly --ethnic language 
(one expressing different ethnicities, Irish, American, Indian etc.). 

English in India albeit introduced by global (colonial) powers, has become part 
of the local political (and linguistic, as Kachru would agree) landscape. Global 
English in India is Indian English. Language localization is one such phenomenon 
that must be understood by observing the way people have molded it to fit into their 
culture. To pass by the glossy sigh for Mac Donald's -- the byline reads Tm loving 
it"-- such advertisement caters to a target audience in a way that will appeal to them 
and in a language, they will understand. This is the way many Indians speak English, 
I just wonder whether the advertising agency was not actually taking a playful dig at 
the Indian tendency to use progressive in place of static verbs like -"I am 
understanding it", "she is knowing the answer" was the byline a cheeky dig. The mix 
of Hindi and English now crops up everywhere- "hungry kya?" queried an Indian ad 
for Domino's pizza. Though there are many opponents to this trend, many believe it 
to be positive whether it is advertising professional writers or scholars they all believe 
it is about effective communication and the fact that English is becoming localized 
shows its popularity with the masses. Of course, it is incorrect to believe that this 
hybrid version is used in business or professional communication; this is a casual 
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style of speaking English adapted to the life of the millions of Indians who speak the 
language. Some even may scream sacrilege but it is really about the evolution of a 
language mirroring the changing attitudes of a society. Bollywood is also not far 
behind in this language glocalization trend. We have names of popular movies like 
Jab we Met'; 'Ek Chooti se Love Story' among many others these stand witness to 
this fad. And for the millions who speak this hybrid version "well what to do, we're 
loving it". Other than localization of English languages, other trends impinging on the 
English language is the use of abbreviated, cryptic messages of SMS's and use of 
emoticons that have gone a long way in changing the hue of language use. 

Literature 

To be sure English as a literary language resonates with local colour Anand, 
Rao, Bhabini Bhattacharya, Khushwant Singh and others of the older generation tried 
to use English translation of phrases and expressions from Hindi, Punjabi and so on 
into the dialogue part and chaste Queen's English in the narration part. Sometimes 
such translated expressions produce a comic effect. These expressions present 
interpersonal relationship in Indian socio cultural setting: 

D) Where have you gone and died (Mulk Raj Anand's Gauri) 
2) What honorable name does our does your bear (Khushwant Singh Train to 

Pakistan) 
3) Bless my house with the dust of your feet. (Bhabani Bhattacharya So 

Many Hungers) 
4) Sardar Sahib you are a big man and we are but small radishes from unknown 

garden. (Khushwant Singh I Shall not Hear the Nightingale Sing). 

The essential grammatical structure remains intact, and so does its essential 
semantic structure, but beyond this point it appears to be a new language, the same 
words now carry new meaning and new concepts in a new cultural environment, the 
English words are referential in different ways in that they refer to new items of 
human experience and new categories of an alien culture. 
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In recent Indian English fiction, it is evident in the texts of Arundhati Roy, 
Salman Rushdie among many others, yet the tendency to use English in place of 
mother tongue underwrites a linguistic homogenization that attests to the capital 
currency of the most powerful economy in the world. Arundhati Roy whose God of 
Small Things (1997) claims to dream in English, and her novel intersperses English 
with untranslated Malayalam, an idiomatic mix that has a very specific regional 
location in India. 

Other symptoms in literature and specifically in recent Indian English fiction 
that one can see are: 

I) Asymmetrical Power Relations in the Language of Literature: What we 
observe is the books published in certain languages have greater visibility and 
marketability than those in any other languages. In fact, language can be ranked in 
tenns of their market power. English, of course, is the quintessential global power 
language. If a writer writes in one of the minor languages of the world, he/she has 
little chance of being taken seriously, let alone survives financially. On the flip side, 
one is aware of the astronomical sum of money that Roy, Rushdie, Rohinton Mistry, 
Allen Seally and others get as signing amount even before their books have proved 
their worth amongst the reading public. The world cultural system compels you to 
write or be translated into one or more of these major international languages, the 
inequality between languages has other more damaging consequences: several 
languages are dying each year either because their speakers are themselves becoming 
extinct or because these speakers are switching to other languages. Globalization, 
then is forcing greater and greater conformity and homogeneity, as a result cultural 
pluralism and diversity arc being threatened. A recent issue ofindia today talks about 
an entire generation of Indian English novelists including Rushdie, Roy, Vikram 
Chandra, Allen Seally, Rohinton Mistry among many others, titled 'the luckies' an 
anagram for 'labeled, urban, chilled, kicked with life Indian' who think of and use 
English as their first language, and seem to have a culture that one may easily term 
global. Visibility, money, recognition comes easily to writers of Indian diaspora and 
writers writing in English in India. 
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2) Rey Chow has rightly drawn our attention to the status of literature in the 
age of globalization. She says literature becomes information and literature from 
other cultures stand in greater danger of being commoditized as reflections of other 
worlds. Indian English fiction is at times promoted as a specimen of exotica. Within a 
global cultural economy, some texts become a bazaar for nonwestem artifacts. This 
category panders to the needs of that global market, producing more reified versions 
of the 'other' worlds. 

A market for postcolonial texts provides a sampling of a world honed to the 
fashionable emphasizes on postmodern hybrids and on global cultures. White 
Tiger received the prestigious Booker, with the head of the jury, Michel Portillo, 
calling it a work that shows 'the dark side of India' a new territory. Critics have 
dubbed White Tiger as a tourist's account of India they have appropriately raised 
questions about the intentions of Arvind Adiga who grew up in Australia and went to 
elite university in England and the US. 

3. Literature as a Metaphor for the Contemporary Global World: Hari 
Kunzru's Transmission, the novel's title is itself a metaphor for the transmission of 
people, disease, and information. Kunzru locates his text against a background of the 
global economy and subaltern and dominant cultures. Everyone and everything is on 
the move in this text, transmitted across borders from one cyber space to another. 
Borders are increasingly political but they are selectively porous, allowing skilled 
cheap replaceable workers to cross while keeping out clements considered dangerous 
to the body corporate such as refugees. The computer viruses Kunzrus central 
protagonist works to keep from crossing border in cyberspace becomes a metaphor 
for people like him. It is a post-industrial form of indentured labour and, the 
protagonist, Arjun, who is transmitted from New Delhi to Silicon Valley, brimming 
with the promise of the American dream, joins the giant pool that is the new class of 
dehumanized ill paid immigrants' workers. He has no job security, but in his naivety, 
he believes that ifhe proves his worth he will be valued. when he is laid off from his 
job as a virus tracker as a result of the collapse of the dot com bubble, he creates a 
brilliantly complex virus and in the process, restoring Virugenix's failing fortunes, 
the viruses he releases into the world is a swarm, a horde that continuously, 
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uncontrollably mutates to invade and infect every organ of the world body, wreaking 
havoc on a global economy, but also of course on individuals. The metaphor is that 
the repression of the subaltern is like a virus that whether with malign intent or not 
undermines the dominant culture. Another text that exposes the dark underbelly of the 
global culture is Kiran Desai's The Inheritance of Loss which questions 'can 
globalization become a route to prosperity for the downtrodden. The novel along with 
other characters tracks the life of Biju. Biju, the son of the cook who worked in the 
house of Jemu Patel, a retired judge aspires to go to America. For Biju and his father, 
the cook, America !angrez symbolically represent the center towards which they want 
to advance, Whiteness gets equated with power and he aspires to be 
"angrez ke tarah" (Desai: 2006:105). But once he is in America he realizes the snag 
of being in an alien culture which is not too kind to him. Biju comes back to India in 
the climactic scene of the novel robbed of his belongings (316), all his NRI dreams of 
"holding green cards and passports ...dollars me kamaenge, pum pum pum" (298) 
comes to naught. Desai doesn't present any easy answers to the problems of those 
who are left behind by the unstoppable economic growth - in fact her world view is 
quite cynical "where one side travels to be a servant and the other side travels to be 
treated like a king. The same asymmetry in power relations in a global capital 
system gets reiterated in these two texts. 

Conclusion 

Languages and literature are important for human beings for two reasons: one, it 
gives them a sense of identity; two its usefulness. Naturally, a global language 
multinational language is handier than Indian languages. If knowledge of English and 
writing in English becomes a passport to a high position in life, why take the trouble 
to learn the language and write in it, only for the sake of identity. A tactless journey 
towards a state of being free from the markers of identity, language, and literature is 
one of them, is the greatest danger faced by all the Indian languages and literature. 

However, worldwide there are many of us who are working to maintain 
diversity, working to confirm the wisdom of NgugiWaThiong'o dictum: "real unity of 
cultures and species is found in their diversity". This vision is diametrically opposed 
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to a monolingual world view. The language issue is embedded in a mass of agendas 
that need addressing and disentangling, we need action, we need political will. We arc 
aware that Hamlet is a tragedy and the tragedy occurs because Hamlet defers action, 
If we are to avoid ending with the linguistic and literary stage in India cluttered with 
linguistic and literary corpses, we need to leave the realm of the imaginary and act 
decisively 

In a hierarchical linguistic and literary world order, the oppressed will always 
sense the injustice, like Caliban, the island slave in Shakespeare's Tempest who 
responds to his oppressor, Prospero: 

Thou taught me language; and my profit on't 
Is, I know how to curse; the real plague rid you, 
For learning me your language. (Shakespeare: Tempest: 363) 

The alternative working to resolve conflicts between groups and building 
understanding is expressed by Juliet to Romeo. Their families were involved in what 
might in contemporary writing be dubbed as ethnic conflict. Juliet stresses how we all 
need to be able to define the world, to name it; she reveals a great awareness of 
linguistic diversity: 

What's in a name? That which we call a rose, 
By any other name would smell as sweet; 
So Romeo would were he not Romeo call' d, 

(Shakespeare: Romeo and Juliet: Act II scene ii, 43) 

Our task as academicians is lucidly captured by Edward Said, the Palestinian 
American, in his BBC Reith Lectures, in which he describes the role people in 
academics as "raising embarrassing questions...being unwilling to accept easy 
formulas or readymade clich~s or smooth ever so accommodating confirmations of 
what the powerful or conventional have to say and what to do" (Said:19949'17 

We need to ask what language policies are in place, overt and covert ones and 
whose interest they serve, globally and locally. At a practical level this means: 
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1) Exploring whether English can be appropriated locally, for instance in India in 
ways that strengthen the sustainability of the local cultural and linguistic 
ecology. 

2) Language policy as a scientific activity must be based on critical analysis of the 
contemporary scene, underpinned by multi- disciplinary theory and inspired by 
a vision of how more equitable language policies can permit all languages and 
literature to flourish. I close with the words written on the tombstone of a 
Danish linguist "learn many languages but do not forget your own". 
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The Role of Indian Women in Protecting Our 
Heritage in the Digital Age 

Chandrakala Padi 

"The Role of Indian Women in Protecting our Heritage in Digital Age" is one of 
the most burning issues of the time. The pace with which values are being eroded in 
our society, the rapidity with which Indians specially the younger ones are losing 
their faith in age-old values of Indian culture, and the speed with which a gulf is 
created between the individual and social values is a matter of great concern. These 
worries are multiplied with the realization that the possibilities of further erosions are 
much higher in the present digital age than what was in the earlier times. The 
challenge bef ore every one of us is how to immediately put a break to this erosion. 
And, what can be the role of Indian women who arc known for their wisdom, 
sacrifice and unflinching devotion to their duties. 

Here, all the three words 'digital age', 'cultural heritage' and 'role of Indian 
women' arc significant and need threadbare analysis to relate them in a meaningful 
way. To begin with digital age, there is no doubt that it has brought in influx of 
information and is one of the most important resources for dissemination of 
knowledge worldwide. But it has both negative and positive aspects. On the one hand, 
it may spread dangerous ideas like unwavering faith in a pleasure seeking self 
defining individual, maximum consumption of natural resources, and woman as a 
mere commodity; on the other, it can also play a pivotal role in strengthening human 
tics with eco-friendly sensitivity and project family as sustainer of all personal and 
social virtues. For a long time, India was maligned by the vested Western interests 
due to their digital power, but now the same digital power brought by the West has 
provided her with sufficient opportunities to vindicate her own heritage. 

Coming to the word 'cultural heritage', I feel it has a multilayered connotation 
which has evolved out of our great ancient sociological texts and books of 
knowledge. It is deeply rooted in certain universal principles of self-realization and 
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self-transcendence. It treats man as a 'Cosmo Centric Being' and not merely as a bio 
social animal. This being, microcosm is integrally connected with the absolute, i.e. 
macrocosm-the undifferentiated, immutable and timeless cosmic order. The 
macrocosm and microcosm are mirror images of one another (Yatha Bramhande, 
Tatha Pinde). The essence of this principle is that each microcosm is potentially 
macrocosm and the ultimate goal of an individual is to realize this potential. This 
requires Sadhana and pursuit of four Purusharthas (Dharma, Artha, Kama and 
Moksha). This is the weltanschauung of our culture - an incessant search for the 
transcendental and the eternal. To this end, Indian cultural tradition advocates an 
integrated working of the body, mind and spirit without which the attainment of the 
ultimate end of life is not possible. Our whole social system, philosophy, religion, 
yoga, art and literature-all are in principle directed to this end. The underlying idea 
that resonates everywhere is that a person is not only an individual among other 
individuals but is, in principle, knit indissolubly with a family, a community, and 
ultimately with the whole human race. This is the reason why we have never looked 
at society as a mere aggregate of individuals, but rather as a living organism where 
everyone is a complement of the other, and should therefore help in creating, 
sustaining and reinforcing an evolved social order. This is the reason all great Indian 
thinkers felt proud in belonging to such a tradition. To quote Vivekananda: 

T am proud to belong to a religion which has taught the world both 
tolerance and universal acceptance. We believe not only in universal 
toleration, but we accept all religions as true. I am proud to belong to 
a nation which has sheltered the persecuted and the refugees of all 
religions and all nations of the earth. I am proud to tell you that we 
have gathered in our bosom the purest remnants of Israelites, who 
came to southern India and took refuge with us in the very year in 
which their holy temple was shattered to pieces by Roman tyranny. I 
am proud to belong to the religion which has sheltered and is still 
fostering the remnant of the grand Zoroastrian nation.1 

This rich cultural heritage accepts man and woman as equals. The Rig Veda 
accepts a common source of all living beings, i.e. one Will manifesting itself in many 
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forms including the male and the female in the Nasadiya Sukta, ( Rig Veda, X, 129). 
Katha Upanishad also endorses this viewpoint: 

a f fa a aeaa, m feat afa age)sufa: ] 
a «a@afR rd, ear ant rdfired fnfaf 

(Katho Upanishad II, ii, 15) 

That in the beginning, before creation began, there was nothing, 
neither light nor darkness, neither day nor night, no sky, no stars, no 
earth-nothing; only when the primal Will-crystallizing in the form of 
the golden cosmic egg, the hiranyagarbha -did it split itself into all 
this. So back again to the one and common essence, or being, and 
hence, equal importance or unimportance of all that prevails on 
earth. 

Since both man and woman are treated as spiritual beings, both of them have to 
follow the path of Dharma, which lies in moving from the physical to the spiritual, 
and from the mundane to the divine. In this journey, there is hardly any ground for 
preferring man to woman for genius abides in the soul, not in the bodily frame: 

ia fs anaf r~fa ·w ts ar fa«i arar I 
(Rajashekhara, Kavyamimansa, p. 53) 

Manusmriti also proclaims : 

an@a ~aat. af: rdmer=aferam 
3ca fs orera«ti afqi r&fora I (Ch. XII, 119) 

rare en gar. gr gfa wry 
earef fRs«ii aernit qi zaII (Ch. IX, 130) 

It is to be mentioned here that women are accorded a higher status as mother. 
To quote Manusmriti: 

ueza egad aarjvrj vi fuar 
rei g fea ma mafafar ] (Ch. II, 145) 
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"In respect of exaltation of status, one Acharya surpasses ten ordinary 
teachers; one father surpasses one hundred Acharyas; and, above all, a mother 
surpasses a thousand father." 

In Durgasptashati, the woman as wife is put at a higher plane because she is the 
redeemer of her husband: 

qeff -ini f +tqaenfRof 
afuff @iii«ear aaim pi (4rgalastotram, 24) 

Parasharsmriti also projects woman in the same manner: 

ant zen aei aaneur~ fena 
qa vf fen ~a rgreRI (Chap. IV. 33) 

"As a snake catcher pulls a snake from its hole, similarly a pious woman redeems her 
husband lying in a low state." 

Even in the depiction of Gods and Goddesses, the notion of equal status is 
paramount. Even the Shiv is shav, that is, a lifeless entity without Shakti. A beautiful 
passage in Saundarya Lahari says: 

fa: @ea gaei zfR af graa: fag I 
2~d at a a aura: fanf [+ (Saundarya Lahari, 01) 

The question arises when, where and what has gone wrong in the passage of 
times that such a rich and sublime cultural heritage got distorted and fabricated. The 
answer to this question can be given at two levels: 

At the Societal Level from the Times of Smritis 
• Domination of Brahminical supremacy which controlled the source and 

dissemination of knowledge to the total neglect of the spirit of V am.a system; 

• Relegation of women from the world of enlightenment to the dark tunnels of 
ignorance; and 

• Dissociation of sublime thoughts from practice generating a mindset, which 
oppressed the women and the mass. 
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At the Academic Level in Recent Times 

• Identification of traditional thought with practice; 

• Uncritical acceptance of Western assumptions and constructs to understand 
Indian reality; 

• Changing our perception of life from that of cosmic being to a self-defining 
subjectivity; and replacing our collective and communicative orientations by 
individualistic and contractarian values; 

• Perceiving reality always within the framework of binaries of subject/object, 
man/woman, and nature/culture; and 

• Judging the multi-layered and multi-dimensional rich cultural heritage of India 
through the behaviour of some anti-social beings. 

What Swami Vivekananda says in this respect is an eye opener for both the 
Western and Indian critics: 

The product of the slums of any nation cannot be the criterion of our 
judgment of that nation. One may collect the rotten, worm eaten 
apples under every apple tree in the world, and write a book about 
each of them, and still know nothing of the beauty and possibilities 
of the apple tree. Only in the highest and best can we judge a nation 
the fallen are a race by themselves. Thus it is not only proper, but 
just and right, to judge, a custom by its best, by its ideal.' 

There is no doubt that the rich cultural heritage of India gradually got fabricated 
not only in the hands of later Western critics but also in the writings of native 
interpreters and commentators of the ancient texts which went a long way to shape 
social behaviour. 

There are manifold ways to restore effective role of woman in this age of great 
turmoil and transition. These ways are often overlapping and criss-cross each other. 
Yet, it would help if I divide them in different categories. 
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Contesting Both the Western and Indian Constructions of her Identity 

Worn.an has to come out of her passive stereotyped image and assert her 
intuitive dynamism. She must expose those sources that are responsible for her 
continual fall from that of a Shakti to that of a m.erc passive onlooker. It was Swami 
Vivekananda who had the courage to despise Indian men for women's fallen situation. 
To quote his words: 

All nations have attained greatness by paying respect to women. That 
country and that nation which do not respect women, have never 
become great, nor will ever be in future. The principal reason, why 
your race has so much degenerated, is that you had no respect for 
these living images of Shakti. Without the grace of Shakti nothing is 
to be accomplished... We are horrible sinners and our degradation is 
due to our calling women 'despicable worms', 'gateways to hell', and 
so forth... the Lord has said, 'Tvam sri twam puman asi, tvam kumara 
uta va kumari' ... And we on our part are crying, 'kena esha nirmita 
nari mohini' ... women... whose external manifestations appealing to 
the senses have maddened men, but whose internal manifestations 
such as knowledge, devotion, discrimination and dispassion make 
man omniscient of unfailing purpose, and knower ofBrahman.4 

Inculcation of such an attitude, as reflected in the writings of Swami 
Vivekananda, is only possible when woman first comes out of her prison bars and 
asserts her powers. Then, she has to herself get exposed and make others exposed to 
the original and authentic meaning of our ancient texts. She has to understand how 
the colonial restructuring and the curricular institutionalization of ancient Indian 
literature has undermined the significance of a pre-existing tradition. Therefore, all 
textual representation of women and its construction in history calls for genuine 
interventions. Such efforts would only convince people that more sensitivity to 
historical, spatial and cultural specificity would underline her real role in the 
upliftment of society. Till the time she was a true partner of men in all his activities, 
society grew and developed in the most desirable way. The moment society started 
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keeping her in bondage and deprived her of self determination and confined her to the 
four walls of home, the society degenerated very fast. 

It is indeed a shame that early Vedic period which resonates with the glory of 
women saints, poetesses, artists, architects and great mothers reached an age where 
she was despised and looked as a hindrance to the emancipation of man. An active, 
assertive, highly educated and sublime woman was replaced by a passive, silent, 
illiterate and over indulgent woman. The latter image helped men to continually keep 
her in bondage and use her as a means to serve their interests. For hundreds of years 
she was not allowed to read and write so that she becomes speechless for all times to 
come. The woman of today has to contest this image and unearth our true cultural 
heritage where the woman was entitled to all the Samskararas like men, and the 
husband and wife offered all the prayers and sacrifices jointly. She underwent the 
Upanayana ceremony at an early age like men and high education was treated as 
conditionality for getting good husband.' Vedic studies was open to both man and 
woman. Many important rights were given to women such as that of property and 
divorce. Women excelled in the field of arrow making, art, music, dancing etc. There 
are thousands of evidences of women's active participation in social, cultural, 
political, and spiritual life." 

Creating Purposive Motherhood 

There can be no doubt that motherhood is one of the most sublime aspects of 
womanhood. Since times immemorial, motherhood has been glorified in all the 
religions and books of knowledge. No one can deny that it is in the nurturing of 
mother that a male or female child seeks the first lesson of love and sacrifice. She is 
the greatest source of character building and nation building. The qualities of 
reciprocity, love, sympathy, truthfulness, fellow feeling, reverence for every living 
being is inculcated in the child in her lap only. 

However, motherhood should not be glorified in absolute terms. Motherhood 
becomes so meaningful only when woman is aware of the great responsibility that 
stands ahead in inculcating right sense of values in the children. Here, she cannot play 
her role alone. Men of conscience should come forward to join hand with women to 
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face the modern challenges without trying to bring back those stifling systems of 
silence. She has to shed off many of her own biases and preferences in favour of a 
male child. If mother can eliminate the 'girl child' from her womb, who is then going 
to protect the little one. 

The responsibilities of the women who are highly educated and belong to 
metropolitan cities become greater. It is they who can be the real torchbearers. They 
have to work in many different spheres to save this great soil from further erosion and 
encroachment. First, they have to work with the missionary zeal to arouse the latent 
capacity of their deprived and uninformed sisters to take up the challenge of digital 
age. Second, they must reject the westernized commodification of their identity on the 
one hand, and also the traditionally imposed image of silence on the other. Third, they 
have to tell women how a nexus between underworld dons, mafias, capitalists and 
politicians has been built to impose a different kind of distorted value structure where 
both man and woman are being treated as mere agency. Obscenity and all kinds of 
vulgarity are its natural offshoots, which are seeping through the age-old structure of 
society. Fourth, they must contest the predominant view of happiness, and assert that 
pursuit of happiness can never lie in the relentless search and seeking after individual 
material goods. It always lies in building a network of relationships and creating a 
mutually reinforcing social order. Similarly the identity never lies in asserting one's 
hollow individuality and in fulfillment of egoistic desires; it only lies in carving a 
niche for oneself by performing one's role as a human being. Women have always 
been the best messengers for humanitarian ideals; and would remain so due to their 
immense capacity to share and nurture. 

Retrieving History 

It is an irony that a women's history still has to emerge. Women were 
throughout ignored by historians both in the West and the East. We have written 
political and chronological histories and histories of people with money and power. 
There was little room for women in political, diplomatic and military history. Their 
rich contribution in different spheres of life has been obliterated from the pages of 
history to a great extent. 
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This all has distorted the truth and reality in many ways. First, women's true role in 
all spheres of life has been undermined. Secondly, the pain and agony of her stories 
do not find a place in the academic parlours, and hence no serious effort is ever made 
to mitigate her suffering. Third, the history of the women of developing nations was 
often presented through the eyes of the West resulting in horrible distortions and 
fabrications. Fourth, women's role and performance has always been depicted through 
male eyes. Swami Vivekananda always resisted this and advocated the need to narrate 
experiences of woman through her own eyes. He rather felt irked when people asked 
his reactions about women's problems. To quote him: 

"Am I a woman, Am I a widow 
that you are asking me about the problems of women?" 

What Helene Cixous claims with regard to women is very right: 

"Women must write herself into history, 
draw her story into history" 

In this context it would be no exaggeration to claim that our young women are 
completely oblivious of the roles performed by women in history. In spite of the fact 
that women were given very little opportunity to develop, many of them excelled in 
different fields. One finds references to a large number of poetesses in the 3" century 
A.D. text Gathasaptashati. A large number of verses are composed under the joint 
authorship of poetess Chandalavidya along with Kalidas and king Vikramaditya in 
the 4" and 5" century A.D. Similarly, in the 1I century epic Rajashekhara Charita, 
names of several poetesses are mentioned. The 12" century A.D. witnesses the 
existence of a famous Tamil poetess Akkamahadevi and famous poetess Kanti in the 
court of famous Hoysala king Ballala I" 

Women have also excelled in the field of astronomy, mathematics, art and 
architecture. The names of female astronomer Kshanavati, famous mathematician 
Lilavati, well known woman architect Sridevi and famous dancer Lokamahadevi are 
some of the great names in the field. Besides, there is a long list of women warriors, 
rulers and bodyguards in the history. 
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There is, therefore, an urgent need to reassert and reclaim her role in history. 
These were the women who were through and through rooted in Indian ethos and 
culture and yet performed very important roles in many other spheres of life. 

We are presently standing at the crossroads of history. Indiscriminate influences 
arc reaching through different gateways of digital age. India has faced many such 
challenges in the past. Many civilizations came and were wiped out by such storms 
and hurricanes. It was only India who could take the challenges bravely because it 
was deeply rooted in humanistic and spiritual values which gave it stability, 
permanence and beauty. Today there is a need to redirect all our energy to restore the 
same old glory. Women who have still saved something very precious and valuable in 
their bosom can play a very pivotal role in understanding, disseminating and 
preserving this culture. What Gurudev Tagore says can be quoted here: 

There are lessons which impart information or train our minds for 
intellectual pursuits. There are simple and can be acquired and used 
with advantage. But there arc others which affect our deeper nature 
and change our direction of life. Before we accept them and pay 
their value by selling our inheritance, we must pause and think 
deeply. In man's history there come ages of fireworks, which dazzle 
us by their force and movement. They laugh not only at our modest 
household lamps but also at the eternal stars. But let us not for that 
provocation be precipitated in our desire to dismiss our lamps. Let us 
patiently bear our present insult and realize that these fireworks have 
splendor but not pennanence, because of the extreme power, and 
also of their exhaustion. They are spending a fatal quantity of energy 
and substance compared to their gain and production. 
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Inclusive Culture in the Perspective of Indian Education 

G. C. Bhattacharya 

Culture in common use is a term which means good manners and good taste of 
individuals. It is a coined by human beings to indicate civilized behavior of an 
individual. It is well known as socially transmitted and acquired patterns of human 
behavior. Indian culture is basically inclusive in nature which is permissive and 
incorporative of all irrespective of caste and creed and talented and impaired. 
Therefore, Indian education in general and higher education in particular solicit to 
admit all learners irrespective of his/her status, abilities and attainments. 

It is required to understand culture along with inclusive culture in Indian 
perspectives. 

Various experts and academicians have attempted to define culture in different 
ways. For Ellwood, culture includes all of man's material civilization, tools, weapons, 
clothing, shelter, machines and even system of industry. Brown considered culture of 
a people as the way of life of that people, the things people values and don't values, 
habit of life, work of art, music, words, history .... Briefly, what they are, what they do 
and what they like is culture. It is obvious that culture incorporates material and non 
material elements where material elements indicate the whole of man's material 
civilization, tools, weapons, clothing, housing, machines and industry etc., and the 
non-material element includes language, art, religion, morality, law, government etc. 

Similarly, Taylor (1924) defined it as a complex whole which includes 
knowledge, belief, art, morals, law, customs and any other capabilities acquired by 
man as a member of society. 

Brameld (1957) attempted to analyze this definition while clarifying that the 
first characteristics of it is a 'complex whole' or integrated form of many parts or 
units to raise a specific design or pattern. So, it is obvious that it is not a simplified 
unit or entity but a composite of various elements of human life and behavior 
material as well as non-material aspects, both. This composite form generates various 
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patterns and forms of its own style. Secondly, it embraces several psychological 
attainments as expression of mental and emotional life of people in the form of belief, 
faith, traditions etc. Thus, it is concerned with the affective domain of human 
behavior too, which usually is long lasting and requires long duration of time period 
for change or modification. Thirdly, it includes material objects of civilization 
manifested in the conduct of social group like family. Actually, this aspect depends 
upon the level of development and advancement in terms of knowledge, technology 
and extent of modernization of a society, Lastly, it puts emphasis on habits, 
capabilities, customs etc. which are acquired socially and neither gained 
automatically by heredity nor individually. Therefore, cultural development is not 
possible in vacuum and without socio-personal inter-relationship among members of 
a group, society and community. It is a common and collaborative attempt. 

The terms knowledge and belief used in this definition are indicative of 
inclusion of philosophy, religion and even faith in superstitions as and belief depends 
upon elements like that of education, traditional practices, family norms and customs 
and so on. Similarly, other capabilities mean acquisition of proficiency in crafts, 
skills, industry etc. Obviously, it is related with psychomotor domain of human 
behavior including learning. Thus, it is justified well that the term culture is much 
more comprehensive in nature and encompasses all domains of educational 
objectives- cognitive, connative and psychomotor. 

Boas (1930-34) explained culture saying that it embraces all the manifestations 
of social habits of a community but Malinowski (1953) considered culture comprising 
of inherited artifacts, goods, technical processes, ideas, habits and values as acquired 
and inherited both of the capabilities determine one's own behavior at patterns and 
bringing changes and supplementing in inherited endowments. 

Culture, therefore, is not remaining socially acquired abilities and behavior only 
but it is better to say that culture includes capabilities of individuals acquired through 
biological as well as social heredity. 

As such, education based upon Indian culture certainly permits all learners to be 
admitted in the realm of knowledge as it was observed in the ancient Indian Gurukul 
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system where there was no discrimination between a son of king and common man 
and all acquired education in the same ashram together. Even in the period of 
Mahabharata, Shri Krishna and Sudama were classmates despite of their varying 
socio-cultural status and level of empowerment. 

Culture Pattern 

The term culture pattern indicates the way of behaviour associated with any 
permanent need or function of individual in the social life. For example, food is a 
basic biological need of every individual in this world but how to take food that style 
is often determined by culture pattern of human group or society and is varying from 
one to the other. Indians often make use of their hands and fingers for this purpose in 
common but British usually use spoon, fork and knife. 

Similarly, language, literature, child rearing practices, tradition, values, myths, 
customs, ideologies, beliefs, and faith, all are elements forming the pattern of culture 
and is different from one to other society. For Indians, this pattern often leads to self 
dependency and sufficiency for individuals whereas for Western people, it leads to 
dependency upon a network of services and its providers. 

Education 

The psychological endowments of an individual are often modified through 
learning which takes place according to the pattern of culture transmitted by society 
through the process of its education. Certainly, the rate of this process of behavioural 
modification used to differ from learner to learner and environmental supports 
depending upon the inherent capabilities and extrinsic socio-cultural factors. 

It, therefore, is said that education transmits pattern of culture. Not only this but 
it imposes refinement to improve such patterns, to build up new culture patterns 
through ensuring modifications and changes in the existing culture either due to cross 
cultural contacts or building of new knowledge as well as assists to adjust, acquaint 
and sustain with the same. For example, the dining room customs and behaviours 
are not the same as it is generally observed in educated and uneducated families or in 
rural and urban sectors. 
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Therefore, it is obvious that education as a product of culture and functions 
towards its transmission to new generation with modifications, surely inclusive 
enough to accept right to knowledge for all as behavioural patterns changes with level 
of education irrespective of caste and religion, geographical location and community 
based situations. In rural areas, drinking water is being obtained by villagers from 
ponds or well but in urban areas submersible pump is necessary in flat dwelling 
culture where making use of stored water in overhead tanks is must and customary, 
though not much good for health habits. 

At the same time, education is considered as a weak weapon to ensure cultural 
change as well and attempts to reduce cultural lags happens on account of varying 
rate of change in various aspects or elements of culture-physical or material and non 
material. Physical elements used to be changed faster in comparison to that of non 
material which often changes rather slowly. Thus, education attempts to equip 
individuals with an average rate to compromise between two to get adjusted well in 
the changing cultural pattern, satisfactorily. 

Transplanted System of Education 

The existing system of education of our country is not the product of our own 
culture but is transplanted in nature and thus is largely based upon spreading of 
Western science, literature, ideologies and ways oflifc among Indians. 

Scientific advancement and technological development are two essential 
components of Western culture being promoted by this system of education and 
ultimately leading to dependency on machines and equipments more and more like 
that on computer and ICT or Information-Communication Technology in all walks of 
life and living. There is no need now to cram mathematical tables for children but 
calculators and computers are enough for the purpose and being dependent upon the 
same. It also helps to train individuals to serve government well and obediently as it 
was planned and desired by the colonial power. So, it is basically book centered or 
information oriented in nature and unfits to ensure transmission of Indian cultural 
heritage as it has not flourished from Indian cultural set up. 
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So, mechanization is an essential element flourished by present system. of 
education though is much helpful but must not overpower human culture rather help 
to em.power human beings. A time will come when people will be totally dependent 
upon software programmes and computer based robots to enjoy faithful and 
competent services rather than depend upon fellow people. So, this system of 
education is now proposing to make it more inclusive and trying to broaden its base 
due to its own cyclic nature of development and expansion. Cities are becoming mega 
cities, metropolis and megalopolis and encroaching over rural sectors and cultivable 
lands ultimately causing reduction of food grain production and again ensuring our 
dependency on import of it from. other countries as a common practice followed by 
countries having very little or no land suitable for their own food grain production 
like Great Britain and Japan. So, export of technology is a must for such culture for 
survival but not essential in case of a country like India where norms and standards of 
development and modernization, progress and prospects may not be the same as that 
of those countries having geographical constraints and natural limitations of its own. 

Even dress code and medium of instruction in some Indian schools are not yet 
following the Indian style and traditions especially in so called English medium 
schools where even speaking in mother tongue or regional language is also somehow 
prohibited. Actually, learning and speaking in any other foreign language is not [· 
harmful at all and against of Indian culture in which from the long time period of 
immemorable length, people from different culture and traditions invaded and settled 
to be Indians but leaving aside one's own culture is much more harmful and 
impractical in nature. 

Therefore, this implanted system of education is actually weakening the old 
cultural order and set up of the country and new form is not generated due to this very 
shortcoming of educational system. So, education is being promoted to loosen the 
grip of older forms of culture in India and the new form is far away from being 
visible 

In our society this is causing a big gap in transmission of culture through 
education and preparation of cultured people in our society. Thus, in Indian 
perspective, education has to play a critical and crucial role of transmitting the rich 
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cultural heritage of India on one hand and on the other, is bound to make attempts to 
improve it further to keep pace with the new waves of modernization and 
development coming through open economy and LPG i.e. Liberalization, 
Privatization and Globalization, a product of westernization. 

In Indian perspective, through vidya, vinay or submissiveness is generated 
which gives patrata or eligibility, eligibility transforms into ability to earn money by 
working hard and motivates to be religious that is in the sense of dutifulness and 
dedication, sincerity and developing a reasoning mind through vidy~ and it ultimately 
generates happiness in life which is considered as the ultimate target to attain. Here, 
the term religion is not used in narrower sense of rituals and traditions of religions 
like Hindu, Muslims etc., but to discharge all individual and socio-cultural 
responsibilities. 

In a Sanskrit shloka it is mentioned well that 

•Vidyadadativinayam, 
Vinayamdadatipatratam, 
Patratamdhanamapnoti, 

Dhanatdharmotatosukham' 

But the existing system of education is making our future generation more lazy, 
impatient, unfair and less diligent and also motivating to search out shortcuts in life. 

Actually, there is existing no shortcut to gain success in life except being 
diligent, working hard without accepting unfair offers and following such practices at 
the cost of one's own character and dignity of life, required to live as an esteemcd 
human being. 

So, one who is ready to sell out his/her own dignity of life and self-respect for 
the sake of easy and quick attainment of success and fulfillment of all high ambitions, 
cannot give honour and dignify others and eventually our new generation is becoming 
more and more self-centered in nature and dignity of old generation including their 
own parents is bearing no value for them. 
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In such socio-cultural situation, inclusive education is having no meaning which 
attempts to include abled and disabled in one teaching learning situation with the help 
of various technological and technical means. Development of self through education 
is essential as it attempts to prepare a good human being first and technician and 
professional, subsequently. 

When career building is becoming the main target to gain through education as 
well as the ultimate truth of modem life, inclusiveness in real sense and in terms of 
our age old Indian heritage, family traditions and its permissive cultural pattern etc., 
are of no use and sense. 

Changing Role of Education 

Since, individual is surrounded by a physical as well as by a socio-cultural 
environment, both are responsible for generation of behaviour patterns to understand 
environment, to decide over the course of action in life, to inculcate right kinds of 
values in life and to acquire positive virtues, attitudes and beliefs. 

The ways of life ingrained in people is being modified according to the cultural 
patterns and obtains its shape through education as it prepares new generation for life 
to lead through transmission of culture and bridges the cultural gap through 
generation of new knowledge, new styles and new practices and new interpretations 
of culture more suitable and beneficial for life and living, health and hygiene and 
socio-economic patterns and social status of individuals to equip them to adjust 
slowly in new or changed cultural set up. 

For example, equality is a democratic value imbibed in our culture which 
advocates no social stratification to cause discrimination between person to person on 
any ground but caste, religion etc., all are acting as forces to divide people, in groups. 
Thus, in a democratic country like India, education is responsible to train new 
generation to understand the need of creating a society having no narrow 
discrimination based practices. 

So, it is education which is bound to look upon for creation of new cultural 
practices and also for training of people to accept it. 
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Indian Cultural Perspective 

Though many elements are imbibed in the Indian perspective of culture, we may 
talk at least about few of those which are more prominent in nature. 

For example, Indian family system is one of the significant elements which is 
neither nuclear in pattern nor tentative in origin, like that of Western system. It is the 
composite type or joint type of system, in which elders and younger all have their 
own place, responsibilities to share with and roles to play to enculture the younger 
upon which the British system of education attempted first to cause severe attack to 
degenerate the indigenous system of education on one hand and family set up on the 
other while failing to spread of their own system in India, which was found by them 
strong enough to resist all of the implanted systems including that of education, as per 
history of education records. 

On development of nuclear family set up, it is the school that used to seek the 
responsibility of enculturation of children in place of parents and grandparents but 
without knowing anything about family set up, background, traditions and customs 
and Indian culture and values, their aspirations and ambitions. Teachers are not at all 
prepared through existing system of teacher education to understand this ever 
increasing cultural diversity of coming generation due to inclusive aspiration and 
essential to know for such pattern of education and its implementation. They are 
supposed to learn and understand each and every individual learner in class on these 
aspects, very well. For this purpose, broadening of internship programme is required 
to extent its boundaries from remaining in school set up to enter in the family and 
community level interactions and involvements. 

Secondly, the social stratification is another element. 

Indian society is always blamed for its stratified nature on the ground of 
religion, caste, creed, language etc. Religion is a pattern of culture and cause religious 
stratification in the fonn of Hindu or Muslim culture etc. A proverb says that Chinese 
glorify their ancestors, Indians their gods and Americans, their children. 
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So, religiousness is inherited in Indian culture and acts as a strong force to bring 
unity in diversity in the form and pattern of culture. It is to be used positively for 
mainstreaming of backwards and deprived rather than to raise slogan for discarding. 

Economic order may be the other and eventual element in a country where there 
is a wide gap between rich and poor, haves and have nots, achievers and non 
achievers but throughout the world it has been observed that due to ever increasing 
human needs and want of more and consume more, when somebody is always trying 
to have a lot at the cost of others, sharing of resources and facilities as well as 
distribution of the same is bound to be unequal and disbalanced. Without exchange 
of resources in between such strata, ensuring balance and reducing disparity is hardly 
possible. 

Social order is the next. Farmers or basic producers are treated as lowest in the 
social order in comparison to those who used to earn money through service sectors 
and business or any other profession. Thus, eventually, our agriculture based society 
is bound to change its form and secondary producers like industry and technology and 
tertiary producers like service providers and professionals may replace agricultural 
base subsequently, which now a days is considered as the basic measure of 
development of the country. 

It is often being observed that agricultural land is in constant use of either for 
building residential colony or establishing industrial plants through land conversion 
orders .It is a change to reform and reshape our old cultural pattern but at the cost of 
our own production of food grains and also in a country of high population density 
and growth rate. 

Caste is another stronger element and so powerful that formation of casteless 
society, even now after so many years of independence, is a day dreaming and not to 
be achieved in near future too. Since, caste consciousness is lying in the mind of 
people and change of mind or mentality is a very slow process, it seems that casteism 
is all pervasive. 
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This change may only possible to happen through education. Though, education 
is again considered here also as a weak instrument to bring social change but in 
Indian perspective, basic producers are having more respect than that of the others or 
those who are mere consumers. Similarly, caste is by birth and unchangeable but 
Indian culture is basically based upon 'varna' evolved upon the types of occupation 
or karma or work opted by a person or community and not originated by birth which 
was depending upon the theory of division of labour and enjoying much more 
flexibility in nature, as one can usually change his or her occupation but not the caste 
in any way, even through highest level of education. 

So, it was much reformative than that of caste pattern. 

Now, on providing people with caste based reservation, we are giving more 
strength, security and protection to the caste oriented social stratification politically, 
on one hand and aspiring of its removal through education which is desired in a 
democratic set up, on the other. 

Value System 

Since, the base of Indian society is spiritualism, life of holiness and spirit is of 
more significance than that of glorious physical life and materialistic achievements 

Training of soul is more appreciable to overcome earthly bondages which 
includes acquisition of behaviour pattern in which giving respect to elders, observing 
physical and mental cleanliness, dignity of labour and karma, 'shraddha' or 
reverence, forbearance and tolerance etc., are of great importance. Neither our 
education nor teacher education system is attempting do something for this purpose. 

Perennial Nature of Indian Culture 

ln spite of all foreign strong invasions and encroachments, Indian cultural 
heritage is yet persisting but through transmission process Indian education system 
has also gained that very perennial nature which resists all changes in cultural ideals, 
values and beliefs. It is education which is responsible now to imbibe future citizens 
with perennial cultural aspects like 'atithidevobhav' and 'service above self and at 
the same time to weed out undesirable patterns of culture like caste, creed or colour 
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based social stratification which is rigid and non permissive of any change, like child 
marriage and dowry system in marriage and so on. 

So, along with transmission, transformation of outlook towards life in the 
context of cross cultural influence in Indian society and creation of new knowledge 
and facilities arc required through education. 

Another is to provide with ability for fulfillment of need and enrichment 
through knowledge of racial cultural attainment, through it. It ensures acceptance and 
reformulation of behaviour patterns in cultural milieu and lastly, it promotes cultural 
changes, reconstruction of new cultural patterns and assists to adjust with new set up. 

So, though Indian cultural pattern is perennial in nature, education system in 
ancient India being based upon Indian cultural heritage was very much flexible and 
permissive due to its openness of the varnashram system. It was unlike subsequently 
generated more rigid caste system which usually accepts no change in its complexion 
(Mandelbaum, 1968). 

Karmanavarna and janmanajati'. .. was the basic idea behind. It is well said in 
Hindi that jatijateenahihai....means caste is never being to be eradicated as it is 
very rigid and unchangeable form, in nature. 

Eneulturation through Education 

Goodman in 1967 used the term enculturation to describe the process of cultural 
transmission in generations. It is an indirect, infonnal and unconscious process or 
way of acquiring cultural pattern with variation from society to society but education 
brings an understanding in culture of a society, understanding in what needs to be 
transmitted according to the present and future requirements of the society as well as 
brings proper understanding in individuals, his/her needs and aspirations, problems 
and issues concerned. So, role of education is to sustain cultural patterns and heritage 
for its constant improvement through social interaction and involvements, direct 
and/or indirect, A teacher's duty should not be delimited only to teach students in 
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class room but to know about them from ncar and about their family set up and 
problems. 

Conclusion 

Role of education is more or less indirect and enculturation also is more 
informal and unconscious process, in nature. As it is said that values are not taught 
but caught, it is true for all other elements of culture also. Teaching or imparting 
educational objectives related with affective domain is usually possible in an indirect 
way and through behavioural practices and imitation. More attention is paid now-a 
days for cultivation of knowledge and transmission of information through the system 
of education neglecting those aspects learnt better by students through their 
observation of reality, character of teachers along with their behaviour and practices. 
Culture and transmission of its components is neither related with cognitive nor 
psycho-motor domains of educational objectives. 

The system of education if evolved out of Indian cultural heritage may be able 
to function more efficiently and inclusively in enculturation of new generation after 
weeding out all undesirable socio-cultural practices and disparities, which are in 
existence now, to ensure cultural change in Indian society through educational 
practices and discourse. 
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Does the Present Shape the Future? 

P. Krishna 

Introduction 

We could divide the world as a whole into two pants: the material world which 
is studied by science and the inner world of our consciousness which is mostly 
beyond science at present. I like to look at these as two different aspects of Nature 
and consider whether the present shapes the future in both of them. If we look at the 
material world of space, time, matter and energy, which is studied in detail by 
science, we certainly find that there is tremendous order throughout the universe, that 
definite causes produce definite effects and these are governed by very definite laws. 
So, whatever may be the present condition, the future development of it is dictated by 
those laws and the only place where there is some uncertainty is in the sub-atomic 
world of elementary particles where there is some uncertainty as they do not follow 
the laws very rigidly. The extent to which they deviate from certainty is also defined 
by science; but as far as our daily life is concerned and the universe as a whole is 
concerned the masses we encounter are so large that we can neglect the uncertainty. 
Most of the time we are not dealing with sub-atomic particles, except in specialized 
laboratory experiments, so the laws are fairly deterministic. Scientists have worked 
out most of these laws, physical, chemical and biological, governing both inanimate 
and animate matter. They are able to explain to a large extent the behaviour of the 
bodies of plants, animals and also human beings. So it does seem to be true that for 
the material world of nature the present shapes the future. If you start with different 
initial conditions the development would be different, but it would be governed by the 
same laws. Science maintains that these laws are universal, that they have not 
changed with time, so they are eternal and on the basis of these assumptions they are 
able to trace back the entire development of the universe as a whole. We read every 
other day about the Big Bang theory of the origin of the universe. It is not yet 
completely accepted in all its details but the broad framework is reasonably certain, 
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because it explains and even predicts so may observed facts correctly that it is very 
unlikely that it would be wrong in any great measure. There are of course situations in 
which there are multiple forces operating and then it becomes difficult to predict what 
will happen in future but that does not mean that the laws break down or that the 
present does not shape the future. Indeed Einstein, who is regarded as possibly the 
greatest scientist of the twentieth century says, " Everything is determined by forces 
over which we have no control, it is determined for the insects as well as the stars, 
human beings, vegetables or cosmic dust. We all dance to a mysterious tune intoned 
from a distance by an invisible Pied Piper." 

is Everything Predetermined? 

I agree with the above statement so far as the material world is concerned, 
which is the world of Physics, Chemistry and Biology, but I think it is not entirely 
true of human beings. I think Einstein did not take into account the human 
consciousness, because if the human consciousness was also all predetermined, then 
there would be no such thing as morality or immorality or right or wrong. If a tiger 
kills an animal for food it is just governed by its instincts and there is no decision on 
its part, but that does not seem to be true of human beings. In the case of human 
beings the instincts have become tendencies, they do not completely govern us. That 
is why when a dog barks at us we do not feel insulted, but when our boss barks at us, 
we jolly well feel insulted! This brings us to the question whether there is such a thing 
as free will or not? Is there some freedom given to a human being or do the laws of 
Physics, Chemistry and Biology completely determine, not only our body but also our 
thoughts, our decisions and our behaviour? This is a complex question, so let us 
investigate it a little further because if everything is predetermined then there is no 
possibility of change and that does not seem to be true. The scientists themselves are 
saying that if the carbon dioxide level in the atmosphere goes beyond a certain limit, 
the consequent global warming will have such proportions that the polar caps will 
melt, the seas will get flooded and there will be a major ecological catastrophe if we 
continue to hive the way we are living at present. They have even predicted the date 
by which this will happen. Therefore they are urging that we should give up fossil 
fuels and stop contributing more carbon dioxide to the atmosphere by using 
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alternative sources of energy. Obviously, it means they themselves are saying that if 
we take the right decisions we can prevent this from happening; so it is dependent on 
our decisions and is not inevitable. 

So while biological evolution is a fact and material evolution also seems to be a 
fact, I am not sure that this is true also of our consciousness and psyche. We need to 
examine that in greater detail. The scientists who are studying biological evolution 
have been able to date the origin of different species and the period for which these 
have existed and described these developments in time. Biological evolution is 
supported by the study of fossils found in rocks and that evidence cannot be refuted. 
Similarly material evolution which is a by-product of our knowledge can also not be 
refuted. The internet and mobile phones did not exist forty or fifty years ago when we 
were children, but they are here today. Knowledge is being continuously added and as 
it grows, its use also grows and that has changed the way we live. So the future is 
affected by our knowledge and it keeps developing with time. So there is evolution in 
knowledge, there is evolution in the material world and there is biological evolution 
over long periods of time. 

Is that so also in our psyche? ls the psychological state of a human being today 
sigmficantly different from the psychological state of the primitive man or the man of 
say a thousand years ago? If you examine that you will find that a thousand years ago 
also people were forming groups, they had attachments, they had ambitions, they had 
desires, they had fear, authority, and domination, all of which is still there in human 
consciousness. The ego, the selfishness is still there, the jealousy is still there, the 
ambition is still there. After a thousand years have passed, what we desire now may 
be different from what we desired then, our groups may be now around big nations 
and not around tribes or clans, but we are still divided into groups. Each human being 
is still attached to his own group, working for the prosperity and betterment of that 
group and willing to exploit other groups for that purpose. Universal brotherhood has 
remained a noble idea propounded thousands of years ago but it has not become a 
fact. So it seems to me that psychologically we have not grown, we have not evolved; 
there has been very little, if at all, any psychological evolution. Certain forms of 
manifestation of the ego or extreme forms of selfishness may have disappeared; for 
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example slavery is no longer there; colonialism and military occupation of other 
nations has more or less disappeared; kings with their authority and the notion that 
they are the representatives of the divine has more or less disappeared, but violence, 
war, rioting, crime are very much there with us. Constantly the governments and the 
United Nations and other organizations are at pains trying to control the manifestation 
of this psychological state. That means whatever is our psychological state causes 
certain tilings in society to happen, and because our psychological state does not 
change those things do not change in society. So there are certain areas in which there 
has been hardly any development with time. 

Let us take a few examples. If we look around ourselves we find that every 
human being has access to certain things, a certain amount of knowledge, certain 
relationships, certain amount of money and so on and beyond that are things which he 
does not have. This is true of the Queen of England; it is true of the Director of a 
laboratory, it is true of you and me, it is true of the farmer. The farmer may be 
wanting to buy a bicycle, someone may be wanting to have a son, students may be 
working to get a degree and the rich man may be wanting to get the latest Mercedes 
or make a new factory; but every one of us is standing on a line, on this side of the 
line are the things that he has access to and beyond that arc things that he does not 
have access to. Every human being is making great effort to push that line and bring 
another object into this side of the line so that it becomes available for his pleasure or 
convenience. But that is what he was doing also ten years ago. He was then standing 
at a different line trying to push it, now he is standing at a different line and still 
trying to push it and ten years later he will be standing at yet another line but still 
trying to push it! So, psychologically, the whole of humanity seems to be in the same 
state: discontented with what we have and seeking something which we don't have. 

The unmarried man is looking for a wife and the married man may be wanting 
to get rid of his! So the object of desire varies but desire is still there and the 
consequences of desire are therefore all there constantly! A dialogue between 
Alexander and Diogenes is relevant in this regard. Before starting out on his conquest 
of the world, Alexander went to Diogenes, who was known to be a very wise man in 
Greece, to take his blessings. He said, "I am venturing out into the world and will 
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begin with the conquest of Iran and the Middle East'. So Diogenes asked him, "What 
will you do after that"? Alexander said 'Well after that f will conquer Afghanistan'. 
What will you do after that?' and Alexander replied 'I will conquer India'. Diogenes 
again asked, 'And what will you do after that?' So Alexander said I will conquer 
China'. 'What will you do after that?' 'Welt then maybe I will come back home'. So 
Diogenes asked him, 'What prevents you from doing that now?' 

Psychological Consequences of Desire 

Like Alexander, we are also ambitions. Our society is promoting ambition, 
promoting competitiveness, so all the consequences of desire are still there. One 
should examine the consequences of that in some detail. When we have desire for 
something which we do not have and are working ambitiously to get it then either we 
will get it or we will not be able to get it. If we are not able to get it, that will produce 
frustration, a state of depression, If we are able to fulfill our desire there is 
temporarily a sense of achievement which feeds the ego. You feel superior to others 
because you got it. Then there follows a period of stagnation, of low energy, because 
the desire is gone and it was energizing you. This is so until a new desire is born 
which then energizes you. And this cycle repeats itself! Watch that in yourself and all 
the people around you and you will see that this is the normal human state. So all the 
consequences of desire and ambition have been there, from the time Alexander till 
today! Therefore, in those respects society has not changed. 

Difference and Division 

Groupism, fighting, war, building armaments for defense, all that arises out of 
the psychological state of dividing 'we people' from other people' and this state 
continues. We have not understood on what basis our mind defines 'we' and others 
as they? Why do certain differences turn into a division and create hatred, whereas 
other differences are perceived only as differences? For example we have not had a 
war between tall people and short people, at least not so far. We are not that stupid 
yet! But we have had war between one religious group and another religious group, 
between one national group and another national group and so on. Human beings 
have not been able to understand this psychological process which converts 
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differences into division and therefore destroys brotherhood. Because when you hate 
somebody and you feel he is your rival you cannot feel brotherly towards him. We 
may talk of universal brotherhood but so long as the mind is not free of this 
identification with the me and the mine, brotherhood will never become a fact. 
Indeed, historically, it has never been a fact, it has only remained an objective. 
Simply believing in it also does not make it into a reality 

Has there been any Psychological Evolution at All? 

Are we psychologically, inwardly, in our consciousness, significantly different 
from the man of one thousand years ago? It, docs not appear to be so. In that sense, 
psychologically the future is now. Because if we are psychologically the same as the 
man of a thousand years ago, then another ten thousand years can go by and if we 
survive, we will continue to be the same. For the same reasons for which we have not 
changed in one thousand years we will not be able to change in the next thousand, so 
there is no such thing as psychological evolution with time. This means time does not 
help to change the psychological state of a human being. In that sense the future is 
now and we cannot depend on time for change.. Transformation of consciousness 
requires a mutation which is not a time process. What does that mean? It means there 
is causation in consciousness which does not change gradually with time. All these 
negative emotions, like selfishness, competitiveness, rivalry, enmity, hatred, anger, 
jealousy, sorrow etc result from certain illusions in our mind and unless those 
illusions are ended they will not go away. This is what the Buddha pointed out more 
than two thousand years ago. He gave three psychological laws like the scientists 
have the three laws of Newton. The first law states that 'sorrow exists'. This is a 
statement of an observed fact. If we look at human consciousness wc observe that 
there is a lot of psychological suffering which human beings go through. The second 
law says, 'It has cause: ignorance as illusion is the cause of sorrow. The third iaw, 
which was the result of his own experiments and learning says, 'the cause can be 
eliminated'. 

It is because the cause lies in illusion that it can be eliminated. If it was an 
organic cause, it cannot be eliminated except by medicine or surgery. You cannot get 
rid of bodily pain which is a biological reaction built into the body; but emotional. 
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psychological suffering, is born out of illusion and can therefore be ended. Illusion 
has no existence in Nature; therefore it is not governed by the laws of Nature. It is 
something constructed by human thought and imagination. Only the human 
consciousness is capable of that; the animal is not capable of it. That is why you do 
not find animals creating war, you do not find a tiger decimating another species and 
eliminating them. 

Illusion can be ended by discerning what is true and what is false. That is why 
the famous religious proverb, 'Truth is the highest religion: 'Truth' as a perception, 
not as the idea of the truth or the knowledge of the truth which is easy to get. You can 
read Buddha's book and books written on the Buddha and become a Professor of 
Buddhist philosophy, but that will not transform your consciousness. The Professor of 
Buddhist philosophy has the same consciousness as you and me. He has sorrow, he 
has fear, he has anxiety and he has ambition; his psychological state is not different 
from that of others. What was different about Jesus or the Buddha was that they 
actually underwent a transformation of consciousness. For that what is necessary is 
not just agreement with an idea or an opinion but an actual perception, like when we 
perceive the danger of fire or the danger of a truck coming towards you. Then you do 
not need any argument to move away from it! 

The religious quest is for coming upon that realization, which means sensing the 
danger directly and not through argument or knowledge. Truth at the level of ideation 
is just mental property; property can be accumulated but it does not transform 
consciousness. Realization of the truth means it becomes real for you and is no longer 
an idea. That is actually the essence of the religious quest which is the quest for 
wisdom, as distinct from the quest for knowledge. There is very little wisdom in a 
mind that lives with all kinds of illusions, for it is living in an imaginary world of its 
own creation and is not really in contact with the real world of Nature. 

The Nature of Our Illusions 

Let us examine the nature of some of our illusions in order to investigate the 
truth of this. One finds that in our country, there is an immense problem of female 
foeticide; people are killing the female child either before it is born or soon after it is 
born. Before it is born it is not considered to be a crime, after it is born it is 
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considered to be murder, but 1 am not talking about the legality of it. What are the 
illusions behind that un-natural aet? Why is this happening? Why, in our society, the 
females are disappearing, producing an imbalance which will eventually have 
disastrous consequences? Men will not find women to marry and that will lead to all 
kinds of violence, which has already started to happen. What are the illusions behind 
all this? If you examine it, you will find that we have all kinds of f alse notions in our 
mrnct which prevail in our society just because we have accepted them without 
questioning. We accept that we belong to a caste: whether Brahmin, Vaishya, 
Kshatriya or Shudra. We accept that because everybody around us believes in it. An 
Indian thinks his children must marry only within his caste; he believes that it is his 
responsibility to get his daughters married within the caste and latest by the age of 25. 
In his caste he may have to pay a large amount of dowry in order to get a husband for 
his daughter. Because he accepts all these notions he fccls that the birth of a daughter 
is a great burden on him whereas the birth of a son is an asset as he will look after the 
whole family in future. The son will belong to his own family, whereas the girl will 
go away to another family after marriage. 

All these appear to him to be facts though they are just constructs of the human 
mind without any reality in Nature. Therefore, they are all illusions. Somebody 
introduced casteism into India, perhaps three thousand years ago, It is mentioned even 
in the Gita. It may not have been in the form it has taken today but what is now 
operating in society is the reality; what it was five thousand years ago, we do not 
know and it is no use speculating about that. The fact is this is how it is functioning 
now and it is creating a lot of discrimination, injustice and cruelty. So, can we not 
free ourselves from it? Caste is just something that is attributed to the child when it is 
born. it has no existence in Nature. When it is born, it is just a human child: it is 
neither Brahmin nor Shudra nor Christian nor Hindu, all these epithets are imposed 
upon the child by society and our mind accepts all this. Therefore an Indian feels 
bound by all this. It is because of this he is killing his own daughters. If only we 
realize that we do not have to accept all this, we can break through this as it is false. 
But the average man is not aware that all these illusions in his mind are actually the 
cause behind the killing of his own child. The natural instinct which even an animal 
has is to protect the child, to love the child, not to endanger the child. In fact he 
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works very hard to collect the dowry for his child because he thinks that is good for 
her. This is the nature of illusion: that the man who is in illusion is not aware that he 
is in illusion. If he only breaks all these assumptions, may be some of the people in r 
his caste will not be friends with him, will not come and have meal with him and so 
on, which is a temporary difficulty he will have; but he has other friends too outside 
his community, so he will not be friendless. But he feels bound by all these, 
pressurized by this, scared of going contrary to the views of his caste people and out 
of that comes all this evil. If only he could say to himself that he will educate his 
daughter, like he educates his son, let her go out and work for herself, marry someone 
if she feels like doing so or remain unmarried; it is her life and she will decide what to 
make of it and he, as her friend, will help her to do what she wants to do, the whole 
problem would disappear and all this injustice and violence would end! So, all this 
fear and injustice and sorrow arises just out of illusions in the mind! 

Weare the Authors of Our Own Sorrow 

That is an exampie of what the Buddha taught: that we are the authors of our 
own sonow. We think that the sorrow comes to us from outside. We have not learnt 
to look at ourselves and ask ourselves why this sorrow has come, from what illusion 
in our mind? Allusion means I am taking something to be true when it is not true, not a 
fact in nature. Or, I am giving tremendous importance to something which is not 
really important. Let us take an example of that. In our society we think it is 
tremendously important that a Hindu should not be converted into a Christian. Now, 
what difference will it make if tomorrow I go to a Christian church, pay some fee, do 
some rituals and become a Christian? Instead of a stupid Hindu you will have a stupid 
Christian in the world! Does it make a tremendous difference? Do we grow in 
wisdom by changing our affiliation from one religion to another? Actually, it has no 
significance; but our mind thinks it has a great significance. That is an illusion. It just 
does not matter, what you believe, what you pray to, whether you do Namaz or you 
go to a temple and pray in front of statue. What matters is how you behave, whether 
you are violent, whether you are greedy, whether you are selfish. All these are the 
illusions in the mind from which sorrow comes, division comes, the war and the 
rioting come. Because all this arises from illusion, the Buddha said it can be ended. 
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Illusion can be ended by discerning what is true and what is false, which is the 
quest for truth/ wisdom, the real religious quest. But the man in illusion is not aware 
that he is in illusion. That man is you and me. We may be able to see the illusion of 
somebody else but that does not mean that we do not have illusions. Just as that man 
who is giving dowry for his daughter and endangering his child, is not aware that he 
is in illusion, you and l are also not aware of the illusions we have. Unless we 
examine our own feelings, watch from where they arise and if it is a negative feeling 
arising out of an illusion, end that illusion, one does not grow in wisdom. That is the 
real religious quest. Otherwise, we are not free. You may believe in universal 
brotherhood, you may believe in this or you may believe in that, what difference does 
it make? I will give you a question to think about: if a man is selfish, violent, greedy 
and hateful, what difference does it make whether he is a Hindu, a Muslim, a 
Christian, a Buddhist or an atheist? And if a man is wise, kind and generous, non 
violent, large hearted, compassionate, what difference does it make whether he is a 
Hindu, a Muslim, a Christian, a Buddhist or an atheist? So why do we give such a 
tremendous importance to the affiliation of a human being? 

The Illusion of Affiliation 

There is an interesting parable which reveals how this kind of classification of 
human beings into different religions. different castes etc, produces illusory 
conclusions. Jesus Christ had never seen a football match, so he asked Saint Peter; 
"Can you take me to sce a football match?", St. Peter said 'Yes my lord, I will 
arrange it. And he took him to see a football match in Ireland, where the team of the 
Catholics of North Ireland was playing a match against the Protestants of South 
Ireland. Jesus started watching the game and felt very interested as he had never seen 
a game of football before. After a little while the Catholics made the first goal and he 
felt very excited and said, 'Hurrah!', threw his cap in the air and clapped to show his 
delight. Then the game began again and again he watched it with great interest and 
this time it is the Protestants who made a goal. Again he was very excited, said 
"Hurrah!', clapped and threw his hat up in the air. Seeing this, a man sitting bchind 
him was puzzled by his behavior. He touched on his shoulder and said Just a minute 
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sir, which side are you on?' Jesus said, 'I am not on any side, I am just enjoying the 
game!' So the man says 'Ah! An atheist!'. 

We continue with these divisions, with ambitions and desires as an inevitable 
part of life because we have not examined seriously the consequences of it and do not 
know whether things can be done without ambition and desire, just for the love of it. 
So the mind continues with these illusions and therefore all the divisions and other 
consequences continue in society and there is no fundamental change in society. In 
that sense, the future is now. The only way can actually change both in our personal 
life and therefore in our society, is if we erase these illusions from our mind; but the 
difficulty is that we are not aware of our illusions. Those illusions which we know to 
be illusions do not create disorder: fairy tales, for example. We know that they are not 
true and when you know they are only imaginary, you can indulge in them for fun. 
Similarly we can have fine poetry and metaphors and all such imaginary things, so 
long as you do not mistake them for reality. If you mistake them for reality it 
becomes an illusion and creates disorder in consciousness. So, it is important for us to 
come upon a learning mind which discerns what is true from what is false. That 
means whenever we experience a negative emotion, whether it is sorrow or fear or 
jealousy/ anger/hatred, we must ask ourself 'Where did that come from, where am I 
approaching life wrongly? What illusion in my mind has given rise to this negative 
emotion?', It is not so important to get rid of the external cause as it is to end the 
inner causation in our psyche. We have been trained to always deal with the external 
cause and therefore the inner causation continues. The inner learning is far more 
important as it frees us forever. 

The Learning Mind 

When one realizes this, then sorrow is not looked upon as a great misfortune but 
as an opportunity to learn about oneself. We have not been trained to learn about 
ourselves in this way. We have been trained to learn about the external world whereas 
this learning is about ending the illusion within oneself. One is taking the 
responsibility for ending the negative emotions that arise in our consciousness. Since 
1 am the author of my own sorrow, and therefore I alone can undo it. It is arising from 
my own thinking, my own assumptions and if I discover the consequences of it the 
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illusion breaks and therefore there is the possibility of a real change. This change will 
not happen with time, it does not happen gradually. Either you have perceived the 
truth or you have not perceived the truth. One does not come upon 20% of the truth 
and then 50% and gradually to I 00%, like going spirally up a hill. Truth enters the 
mind like a sudden revelation, a deep perception, which creates a mutation in 
consciousness; when that happens you arc set free. The problem ends, so there is no 
need of trying to control it. We need to control the problem only so long as it is still 
arising, which means the cause has not been eliminated. 

So, wars in the world exist because their cause has not been eliminated. Look at 
the situation in the Middle East between the Arabs and the Jews. The Arabs tell their 
children that Jews are our enemy and the Jews tell their children that the Arabs are 
their enemy. So the old people die and the children are infected with this enmity right 
from birth. So how will that division, due to the hatred between the two communities 
end? It has not ended in the last 70 years; the situation has remained exactly the same. 
Every time the conflict flares up, the United Nations goes there to create some 
dialogue, make some compromise, but each time the compromise breaks down. 
Surely there is a deeper causation behind it all and so long as we do not get rid of that 
causation the effect will continue to arise. What is the illusion causing this state of 
things? The fact is that there is no great difference between the Arab and the Jew. 
They think so because of their religion, their beliefs, their attachments, their food 
habits and so on are different. But these are all very superficial things, deep down 
they have so much in common. They have the same instincts, the same problems of 
desire, jealousy, ambition, fear, and sorrow because they are both human beings. 
They feel very different only because they give tremendous importance to these 
superficial differences and that is an illusion. The Buddha taught that the truth is that 
the other man is yourself. If it does not appear so, it is because the mind is caught in 
all these illusions which divide us and so long as those illusions persist there is no 
change in the psychological state, there is no psychological evolution. Therefore, 
psychologically the future is now. There is real change only when we perceive for 
ourselves what is true and what is false. That is why the quest for truth is the highest 
religion and the learning mind is the true religious mind. 
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Moringa Oleifera : 
An Alternative for Food Security and 

Women's Health in Rrural India 

Sailabala Dei & Reeta Singh 

Introduction 

Moringa oleifera is commonly known as 'drumstick tree' or 'horseradish tree'. 
Moringa is truly a miracle plant, and a divine gift for the nourishing and healing of 
rnan. It belongs to the family Moringaceacis an effective remedy for malnutrition. It 
is widely grown in many tropical and sub-tropical regions. Moringa can be grown 
even in the harshest and driest of soils, where barely anything else will grow. In fact, 
one of the nickname ofrnoringa is "never die" due to its incredible ability to survive 
harsh weather and even drought. 

None can better define moringa the way the scientists have defined it long before: 

• If scientists set out to design a tree that would be of maximum benefit to 
mankind, they would be hard put to do better than the Moringa Oleifera tree. 
(Fuglie, 2001) 

• All parts of the Moringa tree are edible and have long been consumed by 
humans.(Jed W. Fahey, 2005) 

• "Moringa shows great promise as a tool to help overcome some of the most 
severe problems in the developing world--malnutrition, deforestation, impure 
water and poverty. The tree does best in the dry regions where these problems 
are worst." 

Andrew Young, Fonner Atlanta Mayor and United Nations Ambassador. 

• "Among the wide range of Green Leafy Vegetables, Moringa is the richest 
source of Beta-Carotene [vitamin A], apart from providing other important 
rnicronutrients." 
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Dr. Kamala Krishnaswamy, Former Director, Indian Council of Medical, 
Research, Hyderabad 

India is the largest producer of moringa, with an annual production of 1.1 to 1.3 
million tons of tender fruits from an area of 380 kn. Among the states, Andhra 
Pradesh leads in both area and production (156.65 km') followed by Karnataka (102.8 
km) and Tamil Nadu (74.08 km). In other states, it occupies an area of 46.13 km. 
Tamil Nadu is the pioneering state in so much as it has varied genotypes from 
diversified geographical areas and introductions from Sri Lanka. 

In developing countries, moringa has potential to improve nutrition, boost food 
security, foster rural development, and support sustainable land care. It may be used 
as forage for livestock, a micronutrient liquid, a natural anthelmintic and possible 
adjuvant Moringa's nutritional and medicinal properties have the potential to end 
malnutrition, starvation, as well as prevent and heal many diseases and maladies 
worldwide. In fact, moringa is said to provide 7 times more vitamin C than oranges, 
10 times more vitamin A than carrots, I7 times more calcium than milk, 9 times more 
protein than yoghurt, I5 times more potassium than bananas and 25 times more iron 
than spinach. About 6 spoonful of leaf powder can meet a woman's daily iron and 
calcium requirements, during pregnancy. Every part of M. oleifera is a storehouse of 
important nutrients and antinutrients. The leaves of M. oleifera are rich in minerals 
like calcium, potassium, zinc, magnesium, iron and copper. Vitamins like beta 
carotene of vitamin A, vitamin B such as folic acid, pyridoxine and nicotinic acid, 
vitamin C, D and E also present in M. oleifera. Moringa leaves also have a low 
calorific value and can be used in the diet of the obese. Moringa has lot of minerals 
that are essential for growth and development among which calcium is considered as 
one of the important minerals for human growth. While 8 ounces of milk can provide 
300-400mg moringa leaves can provide 1000mg and moringa powder can provide 
more than 4000 mg. Moringa powder can be used as a substitute for iron tablets, 
hence as a treatment for anemia. PUFAs are linoleic acid, linolenic acid and oleic 
acid; these PUF As have the ability to control cholesterol. Researches show that 
moringa seed oil contains around 76% PUFA, making it ideal for use as a substitute 
for olive oil. Most plants lose their nutritive properties when processed when 
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compared, the nutritive content of raw, germinated and fermented moringa seed flour, 
it was found that phytochemicals were higher in raw seed flour and amino acid 
content was at its peak in fermented and germinated. However, a study reviewed the 
effect of boiling, simmering and blanching to see the retention of nutrient content of 
moringa leaves. 

Moringa can also be preserved for a long time without loss of nutrients. 
Preservation by dehydration improves the shelf life of moringa without change in 
nutritional value. A daily dose of 70 g of rnoringa is suggested to be good and 
prevents over accumulation of nutrients. Moleifera is often referred as a panacea and 
can be used to cure more than 300 diseases. Moringa has long been used in herbal 
medicine by Indians. 

Table 1: The nutrient compositionsofleaves, leaf powder, seeds and pods 

Nutrients Fresh Dry Leaf Seed Pods 
leaves leaves powder 

Carotene (VitaminA) mg 6.78 18.9 - - - 

Calories (cal) 92 329 205 - 26 

Protein (g) 6.2 29.4 27.1 35.97+0.19 2.5 

Fat (g) 1.7 5.2 2.3 38.67+0.03 0.1 

Carbohydrate (g) 12.5 41.2 38.2 8.67+0.12 3.7 

Fibre (g) 0.9 12.5 19.2 2.87+0.03 4.8 

Vitamin B 1 (mg) 0.06 2.02 2.64 0.05 0.05 

Vitamin B2 (mg) 0.05 21.3 20.5 0.06 0.07 

Vitamin B3 (mg) 0.8 7.6 8.2 0.2 0.2 

Vitamin C (mg) 220 15.8 17.3 4.5+0.17 120 

Vitamin E (mg) 448 10.8 113 751.67+4.41 - 

Calcium (mg) 440 2185 2003 45 30 
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Magnesium (mg) 42 448 368 635+8.66 24 

Phosphorus (mg) 70 252 204 75 110 

Potassium (mg) 259 1236 1324 - 259 

Copper (mg) 0.07 0.49 0.57 5.20+0.15 3.1 

Iron (mg) 0.85 25.6 28.2 - 5.3 

Sulphur (mg) - - 870 0.05 137 

AII values are in 100g per plant material 

Table 2 : Nutritional compositions and medicinal uses of different parts of 
Moringa. 

Part of Medicinal uses Nutritive properties 
tree 

Moringa leaves treat asthma, Moringa leaves contain fiber, fat, 
hyperglycemia, dyslipidemia, flu, proteins and minerals like Ca, Mg, P, 
heart bum, syphilis, malaria, K, Cu, Fe and s. Vitamins like 
pncumoma, diarrhea, headaches, vitamin-A (Beta-carotene), Vitamin 
scurvy, skin diseases, bronchitis, B-choline, vitamin BI -thiamine, 

Leaves eye aud car infection. Also riboflavin, nicotinic acid and ascorbic 
reduces, blood pressure and acid are present. Various amino acid 
cholesterol and acts as an like Arg, His, Lys, Trp, Phe, Thr, 
anticancer, antimicrobial, anti- Leu, Met, Ile, Val are present 
oxidant, antidiabetic and anti- 
atherosclerotic agents, neuro- 
protectant 

Seeds of moringa help in treating Contains oleic acid (Ben oil), 

Seeds hyperthyroidism, Chrohn's antibiotic called pterygospermin, and 
disease, antiherpes-simplex virus fatty acids like linoleic acid, linolenic 
arthritis, rheumatism; gout, cramp, acid, behcnic acid, phytochemicals 
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epilepsy and sexually transmitted like tannins, saponm, phcnolics, 
diseases can act as antimicrobial phytates, flavanoids, terpenoids and 
and anti-inflammatory agents. lactins. 

Apart from these, fats, fiber, proteins, 
minerals, vitamins like A, B, C and 
amino acids. 

Root bark acts as a cardiac Alkaloids like morphine, Root 
Bark stimulant, anti-ulcer and anti- monngmme, minerals like calcium, 

inflammatory agent. magnesium and sodium. 

Moringa flowers act as It contains calcium and potassium 
Flower hypocholesterolemic, anti-arthritic and amino acids. They also contain 

agents can cure urinary problems nectar 
and cold 

Moringa pods treat diarrhea, liver Rich in fiber, lipids, non-structural 
and spleen problems, and joint carbohydrates, protein and ash. Fatty Pods 
pam. acids like oleic acid, linolenic acid, 

linoleic are also present 

Malnutrition and Diseases 

Moringa supplies a wide variety of nutrients in a non-toxic and easy to digest 
form. Moringa also contains these nutrients in a combinations that are easy for the 
body to assimilate and digest. No wonder Moringa is considered a "miracle tree" 
with the ability to save our life and Lives worldwide. The body intrinsically has the 
ability to both prevent disease as well as fight disease as long as it has the nutrients it 
needs to do this work. The body, its organs and its immune system need certain 
nutrients in certain amounts in order to function properly. For instance, many children 
in the so-called "developing nations" suffer from night blindness and other eye 
diseases and affiictions simply because they do not get enough vitamin A. Due to the 
high vitamin A content of moringa, this could be alleviated by mixing a few 
tablespoons ofmoringa into the food of these children. 
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Vitamin A 

By providing abundant Vitamin A (10 times more Vitamin A in moringa dry 
leaves where 4 times more in fresh leaves than carrots) Moringa helps Prevent: 

1. Blindness (Night blindness and complete) 

2. Maternal mortality 

3. Pregnancy and lactation (Breast milk) 

4. Weak immunity and inability to fight infections. 

It is unfortunate that over I 00 million children around the world may go blind 
simply because they are not getting enough vitamin A. What makes it even more 
ironic is that in many of the countries where this is a problem, Moringa often grows 
wild. Just a few spoonfuls of moringa in the children's food could easily save them 
from going blind. 

lron 

By providing abundant Iron (25 times more iron in moringa dry leaves and 3 
times in fresh leaves than spinach), Moringa helps prevent: 

1. Anaemia 

2. Fatigue 

3. Irritability 

4. Weakness 

5. Shortness of Breath 

6. Dizziness 

7. Pale skin color 

8. Sore tongue 

9. Brittle nails 

10. Decreased appetite (especially in children) 
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I I . Headache --frontal 

Calcium 

By providing abundant Calcium (17 times more calcium in moringa dry leaves 
and 4 times in fresh leaves than milk), Moringa helps prevent: 

I. Anaemia 

2. Osteoporosis-Bone weakness and damage 

3. Muscle damage / impairment 

4. Nerve damage / impai.nnent 

5. Abnormal heartbeat and functioning 

Protein (Amino Acids) 

By providing abundant Protein, Moringa helps prevent: 

1. Edema - A collection of fluid under the skin, which most commonly affects 
the legs, feet, and ankles, but can occur anywhere on the body. 

2. Weight loss 

3. Thinning or brittle hair, hair loss 

4. Ridges or deep lines in finger and toe nails 

5. Skin becomes very light, burns easily in the Sun 

6. Reduced pigmentation in the hair on scalp and body 

7. Skin rashes, dryness and flakiness 

8. General weakness and lethargy 

9. Muscle soreness and weakness, cramps 

10. Slowness in healing wounds, cuts, scrapes, and bruises 

11. Bedsores and other skin ulcers 
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12. Difficulty sleeping 

I 3. Headache 

14. Nausea and stomach pain 

15. Fainting, crankiness, moodiness 

16. Severe depression 

17. Anxiety 

18. Lack of energy, reduced work capacity (Grosvenor, 2010) 

Vitamin C 

By providing Vitamin C (1/2 times more Vitamin C in dry and fresh moringa 
leaves than orange), Moringa helps prevent: 

I. Seurvy:-leads to the formation of spots on the skin, spongy gums and 
bleeding from the mucous membranes. The spots are most abundant on the 
thighs and legs and a person with the ailment looks pale, feels depressed and 
partially immobilized. In advanced scurvy there are open suppurating 
wounds and loss of teeth. 

2. High Blood Pressure (Hypertension) 

3. Weakness Lassitude 

4. Swollen gums, bleeding nose 

Health Benefits of Moringa 

• It is a strong antioxidant effective against prostate and skin cancers, an 
anti-tumor and an anti-aging substance. 

• It modulates anaemia, high blood pressure, diabetes, high serum or blood 
cholesterol, thyroid, liver, and kidney problems. 

• It has strong anti-inflammatory properties ameliorating rheumatism, joint 
pain, arthritis, edema, and Lupus. 
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• lt is effective against digestive disorders including colitis, diarrhea, 
flatulence (gas), ulcer or gastritis. 

• As an anti-bacterial, anti-microbial and anti-viral agent, it is affective 
against urinary tract infection, typhoid, syphilis, dental caries and 
toothaches, fungus, thrush, common cold, Epstein - Barr virus, Herpes 
Sim.plex, HIV AIDS, warts, parasites, worms, schistosomes, and 
trypanosom.es. 

• As a detoxifying agent, it is effective against snake and scorpion bites. 

• It is effective against nervous disorders including headaches, migraines, 
hysteria, and epilepsy. (Richardson, 2009) 

Moringa has Antioxidants Galore 

Moringa is one of the most powerful sources of natural anti-oxidants. Moringa 
Leaves are rich in Flavonoids, a class of anti-oxidants. The beta carotene present in 
Moringa leaves also acts as antioxidants. A combinations of antioxidants is more 
effective than a single antioxidant on an equal weight basis due to antioxidant 
Cascade mechanism. This is why moringa tea acts as a more effective source of 
antioxidants than any other herbal tea or even a Green tea. 

Moringa's Anti-Aging Compound -Zeatin 

Zeatin is a plant hormone derived from the purine adenine. It is a member of the 
plant growth hormone family known as cytokinins. Zeatin was first discovered in 
immature com kernels from the genus Zea. Zeatin has also been reported to have 
several in vitro anti-aging effects on human skin fibroblasts. (Wikipedia, 2010) 

Cytokinins are plant hormones that help cells divide and protect against 
oxidation. Zeatin is the most powerful of all cytokinins. According to a 2004 Danish 
study, zeatin helps promote small cell size, a key component to more youthful skin. It 
also influences the structural and functional integrity of the cell, and prevents 
accumulation of macromolecular damage in the cell. Moringa not only contains 
thousands of times more zeatin than any other known plant, it is also the most 
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nutritious plant discovered to date, with over 90 nutritional compounds including 46 
antioxidants and 36 anti-inflammatories. (Aging, 2008) 

Moringa Helps Plants to Grow & Nourishes Soil 

Moringa also contain plant hormones (including Zeatin) that plants and 
crops to produce greater yields. 

Moringa can be used as a foliar spray to increase plant growth and as a green 
manure to improve soil fertility. Moringa leaf extract contains a plant growth 
hormone. Fuglie writes, "juice from fresh moringa leaves can be used to produce an 
effective [spray containing] plant growth hormone, increasing yields by 25-30% for 
nearly any crop: onions, bell pepper, soya, maize, sorghum, coffee, tea, chili, melon 
et. One of the active substances is Zeatin: a plant hormone from the cytokinins group. 
This foliar spray should be used in addition to (and not in lieu of) other fertilizers, 
watering and sound agricultural practices. 

Moringa Purifies and Clarities Water 

Dry Moringa oleifera seeds are used in place of alum by rural women to treat 
highly turbid Nile water (Jahn, 1986). The fresh leaves are used as a vegetable, roots 
for medicinal purposes and branches for demarcation of property boundaries and 
fencing. Studies by Eilert et al. (1981) identified the presence of an active 
antimicrobial agent in Moringa oleifera seeds. Madsen et al. (1987) carried out 
coagulation and bacterial reduction studies on turbind Nile water in the Sudan using 
Moringa oleifera seeds and observed turbidity reduction of 80-99,5% paralleled by a 
bacterial reduction of 1-4 logunits (90-99.9%) within the first one to two hours of 
treatment, the bacteria being concentrated in the coagulated sediment. 
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Poverty, Unemployment and Occupation : 
A Focus on Indian Literature 

Tapan Sankar Bhattacharyya 

The very utterance of the word "Poverty' itself is extremely unpalatable and 
instantly makes one beggar. What to speak of its connoted existence in the real 
economic life of a person. Though highly unwanted and disagreeable, it does still 
exist in our society. That it is in existence from the remote Vedic period is found 
recorded in the old texts. 

A seer [ by name may be a nick name says in a hymn in the Rigveda that 
hunger has not been created by gods to die by starvation. Hunger is not meant for 
death, as even the rich, who have immense to consume and enjoy, ultimately die " 
ear ar a se ti «gy afran s fa era. 

We have another classic example in the life of fqda of the Rigveda, who 

had to cook the entrails of dog out of abject poverty and no god came to his help 
gr: an=nf~ a Rgfaff{at. This is an autobiography of the poet 
himself. 

In the first act of 'ea»fa' by '[G the rude reality of life is brought out 
in the line --·gr a3gar qei, frspi·fa a«ear fvrai, +«de fr: Ir:, 
rd gi afar' the house of a sonless person is vacant, ever lonely is he who 
has no real friend, the quarters are desolate to an idiot and everything is void to him 
who is stricken with poverty. 

The famous poet dsf has penned a line in his ·ffgree which runs thus: 
'f: «r>@· ad' - all virtues are lodged in gold. One's ever-awake 
conscience may turn resolutely hostile to such an observation, but the poet perhaps 
made this remark after having realised the true social trend, pleasant or unpleasant. 
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The person suffering from acute poverty or penury sometimes dedicated himself 
to destiny and prayed to gods, so that they could deliver him from the predicament. 
Here is such a line in a devotional lyric which reads :efeagesat ·: frar' 
Bow down to Siva, who extinguishes the fire of poverty. 

Our ancestors, however, did not confine themselves to prayers only to eradicate 
the social evil of poverty and penury, but mainly devised two ways for the purpose. 
One of them was the ethical approach and the other socio-economical. 

As far as the ethical part is concerned, people were advised to control their 
endless avarices for grabbing more and more wealth, to contain the restless craze for 
material extravagances. In the hymn of fer ,to whom we have already referred just 
a couple of minutes ago, we come across the line ·aqerlydf~ aqerd' which 
reminds us that whoever engages himself in selfish enjoyments alone, commits only 
sin. The same warning is sounded in the reefer also, which reads 
·aa@rurnsuarciuqr ~ a-«o«rupee they who cook for themselves 
only, enjoy nothing but evils only. Acarya Manu also reminds us ·3i4 @qi&. 
zr: uaeorapa" 

A more strong note of warning is sounded in the q@fin the verse : 2q 
flasroara aeaifdfa! arfra lsfr=la a h·even an{fa If? ie. 
one can claim only that much food by which the empty stomach can be filled, he who 
seeks to possess more is a robber and deserves punishment. 

In the @eewoalufu we find the famous sentence '3raver 
mqaf· we cannot hope for immortality by wealth. Mortality is the mental, 
intellectual and spiritual erosion or death and immortality is the highest plane of 
realisation of one's own true extensive greatness, unconfined by any kind of barriers 
and boundaries. 

The {lqfse preaches us that one should enjoy through renunciation .·f 9often, Man should develop the spirit of sacrificing. 

."" . t 
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In f»raj·fr by f it has been exhorted that one should not inflict upon 
another any suffering which is experienced as distressful to ownself ·fse1ea: 
d)sq~uraeur'. So it is not sympathy which serves the real purpose, but 
empathy is of prime and essential importance to alleviate the wounds of other, 
whether physical, mental or economical. 

It was the regular practice in Vedic period to perform five Great sacrifices 
(a- -78rs) daily without fail. Among those [Is was one in which food was 
to be provided to a person who had arrived in the abode of the house holder. 

Our saintly forefathers did not remain content with such golden and valuable 
pieces of advice, only. but adopted socio- economic measures also to avoid the 
problem of unemployment. One such measure is the introduction of caste- system 
which developed in the later gvedic period. The charge of education lay in the hands 
of Brahmins; the Rlur<I and er~I were concerned with administrations and military 
adventures; the took up the task of agriculture and business; the [ helped the 
society by their manual labour. 

One may misinterpret the expression ·ei rlsum of the Rgveda and 
cast an aspersion that [ are treated here very lowly as they are described as having 
sprung from the feet of the supreme lord. The spirit of the mantra concerned, 
however, is entirely different. I or foot is nothing obnoxious derogatory and 
defiling. Had it been really so, the same poet could not have described the origin of 
the earth from the feet of the lord (eaif:'-14). Stronger the feet, stronger the 
movement. The by their menial services make the society strongly moving. 

The good side of the caste system is overlooked and the system has been greatly 
abused and misunderstood. In spite of its certain limitations, the system helped people 
to secure hereditary jobs and to earn efficiency as well. This is a kind of division of 
labour. Except some exceptional situations known as 31e@»IeH, none was allowed 
to encroach upon the duties of the other castes, apprehending that it might create 
unemployment and inefficiency to the detriment of the society. 
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The same plan of division of labour was further resorted to in rituals to open up 
the door of employment. In ordinary Vedic sacrifices four or five priests were enough 
to perform the jobs. But to provide jobs complicated rituals were innovated and more 
priests were made to be requisitioned. Thus in a somayCljna sixteen posts were 
sanctioned and the fees were fixed according to the posts held by them. 

Time cares for none and rolls on. With the change of time, society also changes 
and new situations arise. So we find in the later Vedic period and centuries thereafter, 
different castes with newer professions appearing on the scene. In the 16 and 30" 
chapters of the gr@erurde and in the Brahmanas mentions are made of acrobats, 
flute-players, forest-keepers, elephant-trainers, door-keepers, conch-blowers, dyers, 
fish-sellers, announcers, smiths, barbers, embroidery-workers etc. All this is due to 
the further divisions of original divisions of labour. 

In the stra period trade and commerce spread much and they were carried on 
with cloth, metal, salt, perfumes, jewellery and others. That seatrade was also known 
is corroborated by the testimony of «tea sfya."" 

qff in his 3recrznd, though a text of grammar, incidentally refers to 
different professions and wages of these professions, not much about new ones can be 
gleaned. Grocers dealing in salt and cakes, wine-sellers and interest receivers are 
found mentioned in his s~tras - '~aafRa)«faf_ "ae qua', 'are es', ts 
zfsarftsvr', 'aheeslaesr' are instances. Begging with idols of gods was 
also not unknown in his time and so he had frame the rule ·ffarefaruu)' 

From the very short discussion, it is clear that most of the employments were 
self-employments and the field of employment was mostly cottage-industry. Though 
the self-employments were individualistic in character, still there also existed co 
operative enterprises called I eIH as found in the efR (VIII. 4) and 
ms@err f. 

Food and for that employment are the two vital necessities for man's existence 
as they help to unfold the creative faculties within men. We should remember the 
famous line '@gf~i a fRrffa»frat' - nothing flashes before a hungry person. 
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·f a«dgfra: fr<g.fr 
efrsrg, apse gear angn 1H' 
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f a na st rfl iaf # ~ at a gore er, 3ref, a ai 
ala ft mere rat nan ~I 'a: ge era' a tt ah asra grf (3t ail 
3if~a raan) I aa fee ra sfta iaaif ae ~j fepara • vent +nat 
fa @a), sr, gila», asa, free, fe, sens, a ~n (fa) raifa» auras at 
rarsfla ~j gflfeug anataf afa (n) a fura r sj a rera a~l is # 
ffa fa»an ~y ares at fa as fa () a fa»ta ma a ~, awe 
area ~j iara faa fa ~ air afan a ({ea) fa» f ~y zi ~ a ~ f 
() t fear & ze rs al ea ~ are sear ~, s afa»a at aretfa»a 
u ~j # azaa f»a van ~I a 3rte» asf~ai --zea ~ fa jn, er--fat ~ ft a, eueu-a, fa a f a, ufa , wan a, r in, safe i, 
g- frat site Maciag ~ in aen ra~i agar gnfaa gfRa I ate # ae 
fa afsra ~- rad aaa usj' ga#t eat aa: afie #y ~ aa» 
at ail wed<a ti ~ auiifas wean aunt man, fare a arrant ~ afqfa 
za ~y ii at a@d at au f~a a area ~ saear sh snfl & fria i a8 
ferfR fr ~ ia ad saw fqua i searg ea fat # 

a a a& au# n a are feral 
rt qonI hf ~f g ~ swratt' 
a ~ ~j a&t aura s a sre (@rm) fa»ar st n a ea·ea 

a«#ta-a3r@cat, we·rat--3resp, vet--aeat, rot-gent al aid e a&j # 
zei #fl «rag ~; at gf ~ ferg «f ah ra 3&a cuna tt gar ~ fir era3a se a»at user ~y ia ad a araa # th fen 
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st if&er at are mr~ 8I sac8l efe # a8 fg a if~a ~ fr a a airs 
3TR (gr) qe f&rq ~8; 'ueft af uf or em if~a rat a ala] aI% 3IR@SR H 
a1 9~ i if&a st' arraegfa l a8 a fen a&i ~ as as q & 
afRa ~t ar as at Rusi, fRadiail, as#Harari at iavifarail al ls & 
fa aa ~I gfiferq ia a& s a»at ~ fa ~ a aren a a&t ~ 
fa it airs ~ ~ha-zla ~gr any at grad a far an ere 
art ft seat ager ~ aria 3rt 3Ia ai axe a sat ~j attera 
au, 3fafae s voe#t a arc»er (3ravf-a1) pare #t jn at er at an 
a»er, st raa aft are zaar area f@»u on aen ~- 

3rarer arm a~ a»a a8l = nit 
# at war ~~ gar& 

ia arearear arr go () a ~ free~i anfa ( l arat) var.ad 
a (fr~ i fat set ~) z sang! s a are a~ ~ f a # m 
am bee ij are gar ~ a zt ream i ~ 

3fa m@» e run, sIa» asr~ ilg I 

ar@ +a a areal snfra sg[f' 
we~ in a as fa & ueara qa ~t qe~ a faat sra an al need 

8i gar ~I e@ a aura fare rel ~- 
ere uf n at fan ai~ al[ 
~e g gre ~ fat aun sf 
# a»fa ah nee: i a»fa 8~ n mf en aa ~a~ & l a 

# fa»» a (gee orsft) arelf»o (so safes) aft fa st ~ L 

ranee» a»au ~ ze fea ~j fa mere aft arc~ at a a a»f ma~l ~- 
mg+e af~ ail a a ea oa = il 
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oil$ a ~a ~g ~a an a snqg arig1" 

a? is at ah arfa nsea fean &j n tt rat fRa (2a)) a-rat 
ii a sra as a el sr (feel) ~ 

Hg a +a ~a8] nf~ a ans r go tt 
fl 3rare fa alas si a~es a ~j ii ~ agar gee ai a a& 

~I arr aeon arr r#] fa or i~a ~~ #j ~n gaze at 
gfea a&i at snfura # atty 

ea ~ ar aa ~ n a Rafe ui a# areas qi vi# 3fazfde a# ~ 
areaeu afa ia st en enaif a#t a~sfa» afarfa g ~1 zrate, 

·ie ail #t id- rare, are a ai 3a ~ fat sa arqAt er-ger a ~~t ~t 
an a8t are fen tei gi hen i 8I zs i faau gd fare ~, 
=fat a au gfR arr«a )e fag gfRte ~t fai n at sa, an ail sza ~ 
3ta art zoeR mraf ~1 sfaun 3farae #, ~ ~ asfa sh zie a rer Ro» 
vg ~-er a ea fa ~ afa fa sf srer fa' era a 
q al auif ad g s~ den ff&a sit fwd mra BI aast f glen 

~las fseen n &I a8t mfai rad ~ fir-err a fa ff mega· 
af frRrq' fia rfait an a an &i get a err-gftar agar & arar ~ fat 
3rt arf~re in are ~- au fest i a»?" er ma~ d fa a er aar 
aren gs ga a~t uae a&f aa- re in qer afar af? au' ea gaf 
gt i # zfaa qaa a#t are a&i sf ~ re ~ fer fa ra a» au 
a»an gar ~r at n ~ fft af? ag ga a aeanti ze gee 
fa sn&fa» ~j gar ga ~t fr= is err arafa»a, fez, 3nfe gear--an=ie a~ 
pf ~] fuaf u # as a fa» err a sr ~ an are at 
a wht sis veg~ ~ a# n a aafa a·ie ra star ~y 
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eft aafer a area ~ a#t ea at auras rfrafaa ft y a 
fe vu st a~ ~, sa am# a far get ~ af@ii area fan ~ 
or#tea (a) an aea i ~ ma~ ~ 

gfR aqa d= mat e ss # al 
ar a a fRa fat ~ re gig ff anfy 
in aw gt~ n a # a gfR Re a~a at arr-er fafarflea 

sat ~ 
fa ·g mfa are srg y" 

gar#ira ~ fa an a a a & ran ~t fir fa gee a&i sl 
aRt-fa fan af# rfa earl' gar«fer r aae en # (we#it) eveiaf 
~ in aw ar ares fa~raa fan ~laeft ~ qafsoat an srfo sea ~~ 
8 #e a ~ aft in st waar&  

qo ia qa @er qa an far I 
q ma arguma Re area garter 11" 

fie ma sra it mifs qay if are a fa a may" 

#an{ at a»afar#t ~j aero a»a at At da aanfe ~ a»8i ruin 
a8t fault a sq i 1 #t at 3r ff s gfR go»fa in ~ as aft ~ 

#R a ff@re aura eri a al{ ft ant as f re ma 8 ~ a 
at are af aadl ~ ten sea iait a faa # a aft aifrerfae aft ~- 

fee ant 
foes verf ia fa ~ea a ar 1f 

fan fa fRah a nrgi geh fa faa en ant1 
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# 3r 3 an Ar rares ff~ ma#t ~ sit f»# f gar ? gge ntf 
raft 3fa err-ror ·At gift snA ~ - 

gaft hf gr#t ga fa ua a er] 
a sr a# 9fa gr#l ii ar~ $ sail 

a ran at fa snrRt ara f a fa8 
f as g fa q fa ea fRazh 
# a ) en ~, gafuaar st aaref~ a# rare ; era»re a 

gfe af~ arager &ha awrrarat ~ a en fa st fen f»a & ~ 
-tje q ze a 3u a a ~ era ma ~ 

fRaa a gr af~ afat raa nf [ 
is er ?er af~a wait fasa aft i" 

j a mf aga afa ~ ft sa t at ae a~ ii am 3r, aref 
gr re as zuna ras, a&l gr v aa oar & a a iaier # Sa aft age ft 
faaif eh ii fed ~ ail alas aver a8t ere eor a8) nA 381 a8l an 
~a aw# afeq, fa# gar e as airs a&t afee-- 

fa em mn a a agl earl 
q~a f» a fie, f zia fR era y" 

afa rama a ara # f a8 afrafe rear fed ~j ft f&ea 
seer aezaa lfRanraa - vief ~ as were s njarea fed ~t 
af fRe afa fer@t as a»ra a8) arfraufer ea h g; & fart n a 
ferg arR, s at hf re a» an f»u ~I j ii # efaa» a sr 
+fan aen #f a ieH snezfros n a8t je arrafaa fer8 ara g ~ 
zg afrafa fer@l a aa ~ aga in ~; s tie# i afar al argaa a 
qo» gu auftera ~ 
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f a ezna n8 8 at g~ afR 
ang 3mg &l 3rent, afa {isa fRsnraR11 

8fa oat afaaut arr«e a 8t srgfR f@rarer ~ fa fur& arer1 

i a8 3frefa a) ~y gfifrq saa at ft at afa a»er re ~t 
gr·re ~ j) 3m fa#ft re at fie et 8j ~ pr-je u e a ea 
aft ere zig~ qi fan arr arr  

at tier are RI ea al enaa ky" 
fa z fag ij arr=e ~ 3a aft r# are1aj at a8) fifa aoja fa 

fR= srefa ara a ras deg sfsig a aa ~ a an 
feat ~i {a f a a sffaa ~a fa in a8t arfafa ft sear a»a i 
«gere fad &j s in a fa a frq sal arra, ae en auafaaf a 
# ere fa ~] ma gd, ai~ an? ea th areas sw efz faawofa 
8/ deg i fa ma· # aa u ~ a qe # gsa# fa afafa faft 
& 
fie sn a dear sa atsa ara" 
rtg a8t zfe # af' re ag & swat as # afan ~, eef a 

qran a f a»fa= ~ 
me a, at qg zfeie zener sia aen #p" 

~rg are fR=zt a # & ia, r a a8t err @era#t st nA ~ 
3rhez fie are efRsis, f2Amr zra a6 aofRaii ) a ff2u sq fare ~t 
pa a»farah ~ afR- ast arger ? sf gafR-a fuj 4teat a 
mfraat zfeva st ~y srria are, fan·ieca da, fa fa8t frat a 
nerd ai area a aru·# qrasa us ffe 3j fa»r, array sf 'am 
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arr·era za8 anfR a#t a»fRaraif # gad s fat ~ raat, iaft a rel 
aft afraafa g{ 8I 

g are vi~q ~ as wad ~ f» fee8 aa ~ a a# areaf~es arfrarf~a 
fah ~ re: ze i vaa taa al igre a#t Rt in a usd ii wt z 

a@ fie efa di ma ~ fr a a# aface, f#a arr gafa st, «en 
fa gr a sh wa a ma&l j an fare a era1 
r+ei 
1. era, arr«ea, a& zienae#, a»st, mr? grefvf e 
2. a8 
3. af, area, sa fa ie, fee#l ya arr 
4. a&t 
5. wad, fera mere, veetaa, (iat,) 3raj a= saan, asft, a8 gaff an 
6. @er, aa rare (ia), afta wrR, armor?l, pt gaff «t 
7 a&l 
e. a& 
9. gerfer, ean#t, rafa mrrr (@er@is), rage, fer 
10. garter, eaAt, Rafa mar (eois), rage, fie r 
1. aertee, meaAt, eraet, age, fe 
12. gede, vat, arefa rra (eeates), rt@re, fer r 
13. fa, faefrera (i.), & enact, a{ feet, aft rasra 
14. a& 
s. fer, fsearer ere (i.), re a»fare, aro, auf far· 
16. Reg rda, armor, fRe«z are vive 
17 a8l 
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rqefle a»r far esfa en seal sq1al 

rarer • 
+aefa ar~ =m a 3r4 aa a5t auf) at#l v{ ~1 rd ape» «en 

ea zfai i ant aea ferara ear ~, a t raa a»er mat ~ efat, 
aa aft af s ar sj h afeaii een fRragreal am arfaea, era 
aefta st ~ A fae st sna ~] am# fer·at ~ ea reauflaa 3rare #t 
aefer a esffa arfeaf a rear ~aft»a, ufafa, ares, Itta aen 

~faa flea 8 roarer a gfurea 3nua, qeflet al adera are ~ feta 
rear a sf@urea aw# faread ~ drte veon u gfafaa ow # 3not a 
nafe real gvf a 

adma uesa agi fa»odafdgat, arnf, fer, gaff, arar@en en 
@eurRre es ~ zea ~ at aeafer a au, qe» aeer ufa flea ~ 
gnf, fere, fed, wean, #Al, a@en «en aearr= qufaie a mf at 

geufa a~ gq aA raaafa sur~et a 3fazra a ~ 
refer al fl·eefa 

#taa aft efe l ~an one et mraa ftaa tvra, ailaa, ta aeon gagreen 
ff ~t aif aron sea afazt at afre ~ sered, zvez, are; ren 
i·mi ans a# afacat ah d ~I aefat # ga w# an ~j #t a) a-a 
air af a#t adare at gfRuea fa»an nu ~t aefta at f@urea ~ fa 
armfaa, so a»Har a zsqf z u f afaea t fan a fq :-- 

ei aj av enf el 
wafvm fR eor qafafagar. If' 
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af «ht zf l rdera flan at ~ ada en 3rafar zer { zret ~ a faera are af al eqf wsr a sea er gfuea a»~ ~ a ~ 3r@r zrs, era eon au ad art a a# f en fa a&i ~t 
«uni eaf~a a»# e#A)for. ] 
geraau.a# a &naff aq 
ae«flat r@r sa tt as qa»rm surer fed af aeon aro# a ala 

gt aa ~I a. sa a gfa a vaefei ala= a# era a + 3me m 
a» qa Hr4 Japut at aefla sauf a era fsfua faun 8 a& sa 
gaat at, sea fR aaa on sa ~ me ~ aefa fsfa faun &.- 

afeft fr~a ufsa era 
au~f ~ sri sfa. arrefia: If' 

area ~ are afar aen if&as ged a#t 3mafet a ~ qea 
u 3raefae ~y @fr are ij rare 3rfa a»l sq~r ~ gq we a ae t 
f 'r·as rs 3rq fun asf a mer ~ t ff ra at 1 3I: Ire 
rail at fer fr A a a fee qera afad R: 

aa f iff.fear or=area. 1 

aiaeieaf warsrrf8fry' 
faefa argrr a#, nadu far a# aaerfa reran, , 3rear 

aen fsire a» # mvra ~t g~ Br en me z araf as~ ~ rf ire a 
af«a, fra aran na R 3r a»rfazi a» fais a~ gq fafaur 
3rfai a arra own mar 8 ) area argfri rs afo &I anon gad 
den era &, g# qsa zuer u# fe st a z aqaf aa ma R: 

er#la@era nu = f@rarer I 

ad·a gada safafe er 
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7rag7far a hara efa en ereerafa era 

raft aefat orair al t aft a~ aaar as at #t gaffe 
ii grr geor a s #l a a ~ fer are f»an ona ~t 

a fR afeamf sna fsacra#a 
arid east a# rd: afRf:° 
a»# a#t fasat sit u # rearefe st I «rent are zij # # »e 

a aa a af~a sign af at ga &l aaefa 3a af a aura grr 

di sag a au~ gaa at. 
gaoraeei aeranea I 

3ea eaurert sear@a farer«r:. 1' 
gref aft ff2; fer wast fafa art an oar Sr +aefteat a#l zfre 

ifRa reret ar anaI st 3r afar i fa=a af iifa aren aaf2ja 

at ei g aria sit oner 8] raefe a assn ~ fa ifa» gear 
uf~era zfuj a arfl a#amt a as gaarda» ma a~ ~ ea u ar~ 
a»Hait t urea gt mar ~ ma as = aea iaifa eraa u 3a#if ga a»at ~ fa afar s aH ~ aga si a uq at#as et a rat ~: 

3fa jeafj ej iii a aff 
aa: «e af a fRe urcatr1° 
so~f aft a@nf aref2sf sera I 
=fee afforefafay 

efiat a~ gfe # fenroff--flea afe fesvr a a»a ~ a zser-las 
as flea ~ ail 3ref qi aa d) gf a~ fRf at era slue t gft q in 
en aft ferf f# et ~ ever flea # aft rearer f a fa 
art aar~: 
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eff@re n@g a»sf reef 1i" 

auur a rer sver ftaa ~ t aft zafa a ~ vs ~ 3rera 
gr ea fa at rgf~a d gt e i a#t fa ao ftef rat 
zere er aa ~t qf a aeu a feq a sf sis-gera at at 

zn ii ff ~ sr aigent u a on a re @ad are gun al wee 
aaai v# ff a «nara ~ q ~ reefer # fsfa fan van ~y 

wast on rear giara fR: [ 
3rat f~urea a1sf tzarrean 1t" 

aaeft at flare riafa gcsai f azfa ten ufafa er--gdit # 

soar ~I al af g«gt ~ au as~ ad sat # fr=# eaf~ z af 
a8i a~ at af gea «en gsa aa e a ufta a an gef ar uf2re 
a·rat#. 

ife a arr~ gi fay 
wgggd fi mt aer aeR! 

raefeat ael ~ f» afre a-gaii a gar gan aft 8 areafa 
zig sla ~] sear za er, mar aen reg a fang stat ~ 

aeftea a g » at fa#t a#i star arfg is en a ff 
r aa azi~ca slat 8, as aer # g~ fe at aua oft ar an a 
aiafen1 a ffie zemfr a ar~ vda al a a~ gq a#t # ae~ 
aft a»ma a um fr gate fat a& star dt ga fa#t q # fee ti sat. 

aere a[fir gi aca alfa : 
fee a a ua eufiaat 
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raetfa a uhaa ea aen aera aura 

gI, aeflat a a era ~i ufaa a a, 3ref, on @en aar d ari 
gourei a fRrea s l qa» a»#fss tar a aresf a f@urea -er ~ I 

refer a~t ·eat sqr at 

fl fee au mer fain, reaa @en sea grRl 

refer, fret gar af @rent nfi a ieor aen rd»so rrera a q #j 3r#t 
afarefa a 3fare aft ~ sft gar adnraaa fuaf ~j raif~a eeqf 
feta, a·urea i # gat zftra»at, are reef sofa st et ~I g 
gfRuf~a aezij a qfRfer grr ant f af aru aerar j arr#t reran or 
faa»a a om ~y a«er-fsra o ~ ~ 1 re Manager) men 2 a#a& 
(workers), eat anf a at raefla a gas a arr art gq 'hr: alg 
alorau gu fare 3r arsor ae aor gr art aieeat a far 
ad ~&] afar ~ aa aarRt, aifa»Rt, wet aft ufRf? ~ fera let anfe 
a afaii a rer f@erreil, fee, ea#a fart anfR as arveifa r.ft 
af, reefer a~ gr gfRufRa aria at 3raw1 R ar ad ~j qi ear 
Tar a» ail@»eras ~ f@tor a airer gra en ta sf a# gra ar a»~ ~ 

e au~ ufaa ~ gfafRa 3re» r@gr a qe~ ~y gai a 3r) ue 
fa» a fefoof afar34 a~ fRfe a sit ear a»or rraefa ffee fa g~ se~ sa fare anagua ~t aefa arda a ea a sq # ufa 
avii at pf@urea fa»au ran~.-- 

1. 3fsa1a4, 2. »al, 3. fafae err, 4. a «r a~l ser area 
Ia rent 5. dauqrer a ar rer a ifa~ aro u gfaufee fan 
va1 R: 

us#if neraet awopf fur ] 
ira gar« giaf fa~ da#me It 
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qi reemRr 1.1, 3i 1 (3/7, 2017) 

3ft=i en aaf araj efa j 
ffaer a gear~re i jar4 Se 

1. 3fear- 

gar·afsra a~ gfe i far a 3fera (woking place) re a»aif 
Tea al rH 3r (Initial condition) rar mi ~ we are' ar 3fur + 
es era Hf ~l red au a iaaa fa»u set ~ era n#A= sat d 
free at em 3ma np mer ~ 
2. aaf 

azf a# roarer qr eaqf mu, ad a frsrea» afei u 3raefraa ear 
~] ad a aer a eer aaf s a[fea sma, sea#t a)rat, re8t 
ajfsrea st een sea~t epnfa fas«a q f# aa ~t aaede ~ ad 
a gqa fsrea» aaf a # nfta, or en area zri a are u ft= 
at ~ fa a g# ~ aein een araru a &dafa» far s feq ifta 
aaf a fas at 3rsea a reef fa»a 3" 

afa arr si af fRa vi if a faa 3rs:a»fa, 
r@eq «en aenrqdc a3a as# oar ~ a raer men 3rrare i 3fafera 
ear ~, ae fa aaf areal ~p 

Parettsaar~ eegenewafa: f 

faafeaifffate: aaf fee zR 11" 

z faro» aef fareha ~ of a ada a f rd ~ ard a 
wreaej at aduce#t a afar are ~ att au ~tj aen sen~t are 
en fsogf arr ii # aa aj 3ff a sarea werat ra 
a»al ~I 
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@·era~tu qf vaefa set fa aafsi a via a afsre a8 
3faf afar; ad ~ a8i, area8 ait'ft aren arfa mi at sraerra a 
ri al ga gar a~ {NA, fire # fa«a sat, au amtft aeiat a 
ia adfsea a faar ffaa zt oner ?y ara: ae·feat a zfea»or j 
afra, arifsre= en 3frgfd a ferg oat a#t fuaen fa=e arras ~1 
3. mI (3rafer) ff a1 1er 

·rra&fat a 3r ardfuea en g@·era ~ 3ra gar? a~t ar) a 
menu a ad av q ffua far ? fa#l ) aj a gene· earn 
ga Lava ea (Finance) «en «Buer (Instruments) aft asrqi fa nr.# 
n#ft ~] ga jfuea-auf) z u f zf gyaaea aver ~ fas gafa 
a&f far 2A a ze rant e ~ far gar·eras» aaf 'arr: afg alera a 
3@r 3r a·era aj ~ qrasor ra atraet arfRa a&f a8t ~j a ygf 
al gaa aft a an·afa man a gr ffa gan ad ~y 

4. a1 a a or (ffura er@eel ) 
ftaar afaea gr·au, tent apdf-urea a fer ans.ro» 'ge 

a/van)a afsmff, ze aj # arava osin, gs a a~t iaeraf fa 
af ~ ate a#t ralso a Hrure, czHu, ea, 3er@fe en rec 
3r7eat # rent en ferasra ft a·afar I # raefe ~ efee #j 
adfsea is frq arera reraui mt q ~I zu. al al, ah.02/50. 

wed z gar, f,02/48. 3Io+lao·n @re: ferasa@lard, .f, 
02/55. lf zufta rarer·i efr fere:. Hl.02/10. g= fafar a a5t 
fa a 3crraa a aru# afuure are gaar a8t zraer a fat ffaa 
g far ra»a &; 
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Ria GERI, 1: 1, 3r 1 (37R7, 2017) 

a# ~j arerat at afe a ffa f~area fas @fie aft efoe 
aeftat fRufea a»A ?-- 

er ~ sofrei afa: afaafRsafa y 
» 4 16 «I IR Te @I 2II 4JI 

gt ga aifuurea aft arrant a fa»rref raefe el aaf an? ae 
adaef z a pa«era aai gt fr at pane a~ fee eznaa aft afatal a» f 
gf~urea ad aefat sa ~ czna aft 3oat ant se sou gfuea adl 
• 

st fR snaezaosaeani fafre@ ]" 

Hi unai ~ fa aura Rs a gffa sr ad at an a ~ s~ 15 
fee gar doa ea ea 3r ajerer ar fa»re age # aun are ft 
afrfa wad 15 fare a ezma er iafa ard ea feat a m, zfe 
ad =#i gt ura al a au a #? gt u fare a au# adarea a faae 
fire a ~~ #t af? aefar ~ su~gar safe oaf, ea·at «en a#z 
a era aat ~ a au & sat area gm At sure fa»re al ra 
a w@fl s sra ? far a er a5t on raft ~t 

affuuea aft gfa»au # fa2f2a a@fur art a srff g vsa a»or 

da al 8 areufres neen gan ft ~t wear afar a Rt as men a are 
fl adfuf g ' d aea a~t foot sa a s~ e arfire f ra 
s aria»cf en as aaf el arr @en frar st nR ~I g~ fau&ta a 

aef aun a al, ea ash ad a gfR g 'da dt aea at aa a sa 
zi a aeor ajar a fsea i ar# fa qf sq ~ urea a u # 
ere = z# ~ s at an# furs shat ? am a 8 an# err, afg q8 far a 
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qe«far a ofaa eefa aen «era~ arda 

wrer a as gf~ iera st sea ~y sf~ aaf a ga au t ff # gfRee1a 
aft aifaft a seafare arfafz a ffaa fa»a an rare1 ~I 
a·era f a·era a~ far 

raefiat a 3rare aalea aer sa fafaa ~ feufRe iafar are # 
fed era f~era aaf a en ard al qui urea a are aaf aen ad r 
ja a«era u aei e a aji fare a» ra~ ~ ga«era#ta efe ia» 
a»el al Bl a·ere (Manager) os ~] ad a see< aun fafzra a«er@ en 
aHar8t et aefoif ga qr a gfe fear efrear ten anae a1 a3reufa 
sea oar ~ avaefar ga eat a a aafai aht facer a sere 
eon gave an a ~ Re 3ma aft ~] aara ia aajail ~ rr «en 
a g@er an at f#a aen au fa w# a#afaj at anaedt, farm 
aer aa erg ai as ft a a~ gt gad aagda afaf~a am fa era 
8 a·era#ta a»far wgr~ jg?t gar, afar&l aaf f sit z aft z 
a·era» fauu ~ ze ia ~ fa» as ai as a#i aa afta R an sa~ 
8 arer , ~a ilo ~ eri e8l a ~ ~ aen aero gr fRq q ad al 
art ada a ma a s~ ate s a a~ ~ aen aaa alarfa»ear an fafe 
mar a~jg gar as aa& d erad ai ten a aef g@aura ela 
air@ft a an g qe adfuea a afa ~ sere a&8i st af facer 
al araf~ a mf @la 2 ~t 

rd al Lavera aaefet a gu~gr a aa ur@ qa fa gaaa a u 
# gr anu at aea at ~ aa sear en aai & aefat a gu~al ge 

«e q tsa we ~ f» al{ #) af afe aR a ah fa=t as f» aSf s wa»eat 

~lg»f a i an ~frsear ~ f» ~ er a a a»a sa ~. 
fR afaervrf on@ fever@g»a I 
all earagr. a# ~: g»ff: 1 .fl.03 /05. 
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2Ri eR,, :1, 3i1 (311, 2017) 

aefle a gs aez a 3meta ~j zs @rero» a»r afad aaa ~ f» as 
3rte a#a8t ya+f as as a ea@a art amf~a a»r a urea 
ffa arqI er l gar e fea =er ~ f» as ad a# ~ ie gt 
mg afar graft a#ieat a ~aor afar aai 8 ndfsea qa st or 
aefa e u l as fRufRa a#Rt # fa 3 afa ht araor are ~ 
in f ~en t sra argr, or~ 8j as an arfz aaf ~ sit ares pea 
@a ~, awe fa rant arr area R: 

zereraf »sgaa~at ra: ] 
18 r zarr @b err@aeadal 

gferq, adfuea 3mf~re roarer a·era a#l sari at aeet ug fa#g 

a»Al ~y 

gl go, a»dfurea ij amfa were I Ha ~ gr 3HER Jee1 er 
a#al a urafa raver a ~y ura eat afaa» gld ~ ae aa affsea ~ 
f rdvr a «en ga @? a ufa #fl a +fa re la ~1 nfaa 
st ue a1fa wa gf~ ~sgfee, if ae am a a ra, me fRa 31gs»R ~ «fie, en ga war «en rmama gimr .- 

3rter watai #: a ta a] 

f#a re«so: wgg«: arm " 
raefat as sq~ an at@v a~ gq ai·era» @en a~aR af~ qc» 

a gfe A#a ~ go zit st at aai a sa qa» qr? fRe at vier a~l g 
a1u Reen a la gos zm] u ta &? fee a sauna ad~ gq 
afaftf. at & wean@Ra as~ ~j s eafta ~ ae u ah a fag f 
feat at pf a eafar ~ sea sq ~ f~urea fa u~. 
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raft a cha esfa ten a·era aqraa 

ga =if nailta admra ufhsa fee a R z fad re slat ~ 
f sgvare fa, fart en#fashs a»t at arfa roe fa-sfa a airer e·era~ta 
g ~j # aura a eresfa z-e1 ~] aefat, ar see a a fa aft 
aioI afro ~ ten fasa a~ fefa ass rfes ft, z8 gas re a8 
astsar ~ I 

ref 
1. 1f. 18 /48 
2 at 18/03 
3. a&l 08/34 
4. as 03/20 
5. a#t 14/23 
6. a8f 03/05 
7. at 06/05 
8. a8l 02/33 
9. a#t 02/34 
10 at 07 /11 
11. a&t 03/10 
12 a8t 02/15 
13 at 05/10 
14 a&l 18/26 

« 15. a81 18/26 ..2 
% , 

16. a81 02/52 
17 a8t 12/12 
18. a8 03/21 
19 a81 12/13 
20. a81 03/11 
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arr 

3ni@rare 3rII u arf~a ail an« u l gaa fas~yga radar 

if fgmat aft r Ha, 3raff) ten aria@iqrore ' aiaeitras mt i 
3ria»are aft as fa vu ~i afea o are@voe eu sagaii ~ mg #y 
ffes f~gr1 ans anger sea 3A seavf qe: a 3ffsra aij effty 
~ 2ndaae ~t rage eii an iqi arzru· ee fa sag araaf»a 
f»run ~ fa aria»are a rrarea # rg a aa a ferg et aai t al 

z-- 
• ear f» an@dare rafare are fa»a aeaa ~ aria g are a#t 

»fa 0 ? 
a. gf~ arr a fer fa a al zsrat ans onf ~ arefa fl 

are at sar a a aafae gs ta ~ fa»r or aft a»fang' 8? 
nf fa»a a 3rare e we ea# z =st ~ ife raij areal ~ 

am@a as a fr# (surveilliance) z fte 3nqRra (sting operation) a a8t 
fefa # st 8y ~~ meat # at ant-amt arrear a arm a anf~a8t war ae» 
fr f»an n raar ~ af» qr; a 3rqf a#t qgara qi gear @a rt a 
a 3rfraa 3far a 3rag1 fa «rat Hg 2oo4 ~ el sari 3rs (area·) a 
a~ al saw ira agr an ra ~ ee a#t area at aim ~ 8 a~ 21 g 
iia as aft gferr al ggf»an gee rag et as a# re gr aft a 
er ae a#t zs ~t a sat sire ~ aa a~l gaga ala a fa ra@ 

a fer sty ufnae a&t in ~j ~R amnea arr aft oar n 3i = aat a art fihy arar a&t gr a st adafez # 
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3ma»are are areef. ria»merer far 

ii. f&n af~a aiii (fgei) a#t is # #fa zit 
iii. dfea s are era at ff#a fa s aai ~ 
iv. g a a? fa@r a aura#t fat a are ffRe gfsrca 

gr ~~ aruii ah fife faun I Hae ~ 
aria@re al are ~ fr.a 

ai»are sq arrar ht fieaer are ~- 
(@) 3neiaa& faraarr ~ g gr area st on 8 f» gar art fa~a = 

a ~ raf~» sa art frarear l arfa st arrear a&i a»an l 

(a) isle aruf al aaran # antiaar8 at ear=rat z o»ls gala a»an e8 
f &l 

(1) 3rnf era iufe anf~ or a~ ~ aen ran suit afiena a mrfRafa 
ad a ftq a~ ~ gaft saa ta me a ear gon oar ~f 
3reiaardt a gas iea era-gift am d # a ~gar si ar 
iea a aear a frq a~ ~] afaane a ufafa eeai a arref a era 
9an arrear. ti fa oar ~; zer? zra #, arr~t ioat a reseal 
a»1 3r· a1fare '~o afa' great ~ uraf~» aria8 ivea a real a 
«er orr uft agr ghd ~ i ~ 'as' si ~ a ail s=eh ha star ~y 
zef f» age 3rare ~I 3i@are ~ aif»a erse afen a qr srai a8t 
if ~] 2o7 ~ rae gad&lira qi#l are# a as geraarad arsit 
a zhf ~l a aig at iuf are a8 ~t 

(a) fa»is aeaif amneia»afar a aruifra gfsrr a&i feral sail ~ ad 
Har ~ 3rum) sf~ 'a»ra a era a a a,fa' aft aaq ea~ #] a 
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zit ee, 1:1, 3i 1 (3IR, 2017) 

al ia g gs a svia&l a q i fet fafeer a qa» 
3reaqa» qr.q.a3me. far#t a»t 3pifa faun vu1 en] i~s a aa ~j sR jg 
a fen van d rave ·aeu se ea gfa feafrai a#t ef fa» 
e re aen sie ~ fa sfaa (@a.g.an. far.#) ~#) ah are 
f»qr er en it a gfaai sq fa a ad ~ 
alee neu i ma ruff a a»em gt sratfa fa»a en- 
enf en a~fa a art ga ara a ea ya a#t; fa# age 

Jew·I gan a fea lea et, sra fee#ht a8 aeat a» «raAe it far gaml ge 
«re zf re gar sla ~ fa g feet) get «rat area au 
aenf s«wt ze fez aaa fa fa as ara a srs a#t aae e~ En z& as 
a ~ f sed anor ~l ii a ae s en ~ ere s ~ af? r~ rt 
gila art ar».ore gra rad a ~ ai gr fq g fez arfara ~ $ 
ae ~, an an zs ara r ~ fa ad gear d sear? ef) a ar sat 

a sq ar.ea fun ' 
av =nuer aa feuufuj a sen ~ ma ft a fRa en] 

reiaafei at irea eat g @fez nequf ~ fa» ~ 'afa»en nan 
are ear as gr mf si ti 13 5en% 2o11 j! fuse # it ea g 

~ reien a~t zfe a 2] ~ aneia5 arfma rmfra» arren a eta»aife 
sit as fain t° 
(s) aria»are a mat ~ era aa a are=sq «an (ngs if) s # farce 

ama ~] a fxulei # zs aria ran% ft ~ f» ~ st am ~ f ma 
a aft area st era an at zf~ am sare ft frun al qas a&i rat 
auif, a azi a «er s ft isag aru a ~ aeia8 ea a 
f) at sear era re 8t aea st er ~, oraf» arrrui a 3rif2a 

«er ~ ze ar a&i ~t ure & a# fa»ft 3raft at =a an a au ~ 
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~a nu ~ 3neia a a ij { 3ra ver a waru aeaa ~f roe a 
a +r gr a go~ ~ ref av«ad a ea n at 

(a) sra gfa fa faun a rer re; ea? ft aar fRq ~; ray 1605 

ffes iee a ere arr ah face ~ sg a# qo» ztr· «a% { eftp 
ga frq 29 ~a fxslea a gua fa» vu1 en 3r 400 rel are ~~ 
fa»iea» anfsa fag on ea) # fro8l en8 ran 8 fer Be aia sf 
ail ~ fez erg a fme st a ~I arf fazia, erg z Rae 
a1 tu rope: ti a~ t 

() refer@en- aft s#t a sea a~) area¢ «e rd et go red e z 
aifi, alt as a&i ti w as a as a aa rarer ~t arafui a 
a a3rent siar ~, 3rifai a arriaafei ij arrant aie zs ~ fa 
ameiaafz i aez ~ ga ~ 2 a~t arfaraven at emf a ~i qr aa art 
qjea air aneiaare a qeen arm fiat sear ~] aft a ujea e 
gar sweia serer ~ gr&} a, mt A fee at sr aun a st 
ia»ear #? ~ aer on er ~ fa 2sr ~ rf ui aif8 alare al 5o 
gfra gm&t as & zsia &I arft arefaren at at# ij a&i srer· 
ans1 zero fu&a 3raft zen { f@afar arefaren ~ ai at saner 
37Haer er , aauiifa zsf qa arr a fr arre a 1 a sue 3rrR 

a 3@a et #jg arur arfaaven araie; ae 3ref arm an asf 
sf 

• ga aneiaaf~at ij arferis q faa reuii gr ff)as on.At as enrar 
al are # it gem i gs fdaa u amafa t fr 3reiarad ge 
ma 8 ztt r ~ f» gvefas ~if # f areiht fe»le sh ~ ~ fra 
wee@t a a a n? n & &I gfer as as # sfafa =ti 
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zit «Here,, 7:1 3f 1 ('3IT7, 2017) 

~ fa ado»are q« gar at ale ~ fr 2o14 ~ ufat afar 
mag ~ ufa»a# an gr aa~ sn ~ toe a 132 aaii a#l gen a 8, 
3r»friar, gufRan, hf anf? 2gif ~ #) geu a as @fa e 
qa {l er (gamma) ~, azfa a mt ga geofa aneiaar8 a ar lsre 
at are a#t aea ~ s at anan a dt sit # s=a# ga»er ail ol 
farer1 a fr ~ gt at me ere~ ~ auifa» ~ a s sf#a gnat a 
f@roe ~ frra~l areiaart ven a as~ ~I art fr# anffa z 
~a1fa ar@en aft eTar a& awe set 

• ga ariafaaii, uil 3r al gr8t area# as ~, a er a~ea ii a fa~a 
f ast aeeran ~I l gorge isiur ~ zr a ~I arfta ~ en miler sl 
z I 8 araa fa ff ear a fas Afe at fefr ise a ad 
7 a qa» afar ea =rat snat ~1 3ii»ere srq#t fRea aranf&aii grT 

ngi aft vier a aaitft ~ er y arr al ran at gm a8i a 
3re) a fas hf at fie saner sl ~ t 

• a ar and«are ugfl ~gr, ht afar gr Ruf z IR1raj~ra 
(State sponsored terrorism) gar ~j are a arm#ft a» a q 
a~ ail a» irr a z ram ~, f»a us~l 2ar grr rra grafra s 
a# are far~ 8t ea a fa8 ~j' 

fsasfcra feuof) 

3Rifai a at fafear@en1 al rear sea star ~ oaf~» areiaare a 
av r a#t ant, qoet, arsise a anfl herd al aaa tier gar ~/ 3r 
3neiaae a»l 3re; wage ran iacacas sq ~ aaa, alfka ~ esf 
3r azrasRo» gfe wear& aiad arr ?j s aria ea ~ are er oner ~ 
f» efaj at oree a»gr st, ta»s a» er aa~y zf~ suraa fro»a h 
~hot a aa~ta ~ at ranera, 3riaaafai al «care nae aa e ran 
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nci@rare are areref : iarer-reran fora 

am #fa f aan sa? eea «aeu < 3rural al 2006 ~j 8 j 
a#t on art mg eat 8ty fa»a as waif ea» 3purer » aft v»1gar Rrguf 
raa ~ es riau, a feed rwar a qre e &ti zerim ft, frera set 
ma al en f 3roar z aft u»gar 3rAl ag 8j sad qe~ a ara1 3rafrajf 

a8t erarera 8t »rgar 8t firer«a nea ft a vad a # ail as @fat8A 
a &l~ ie sr~ a aeaardl ge at anfa gear s ? ~ afa 
we l ~ f» anti@»are aaa rare a8ti ~ gr ariaraart aer arref a#i ~ y 

3ii@rare go afar geu ~ am arreiaard, 3rraft ~ fr qa 3rerr a.f ~8"° 
3rt@iaan8 ge arr} a# 3ft # 3mar aft araif~» rat eu arRreI a&f ar a 
firs.ad get ~i if~» 3rural g aniaafai ant gen far·a fa af # anet ~, 
gwfer srpure g aft visa area #l ea foja faun on r@a en1 ? 
a»rat wet a faere at arTaal st am8la, sv@vs 3r# fife at ire 
aeAi ~ o a us ~ suer fra ~; a aaa 3r afa a#t en a 
qr ~, a d« aneaafa as aa~ e # a oamae a t #as ft 
~ fa arcioad geui al 100 fsa a#i ha sn oat, aalf~» se aaa Ats are 
a fr=i ij a&i gdt fa g#a al gr eq) afa area»afeat aA rem al 
m a aaa ran ~ sre en, afg as ra a» fafera afan # en f 

a»R aneiaare a 3eiaaf~at at aaa arr&ft ma aft #fe are st gr 
fen (zero tolerence) aft ff a nae arr-a a" a? af 3neiaare 
a fag ge ~ aaa fifty g fen 2o14 a are #fa # qftafa fRed gar 

~l 3reicare al gal st ~ raa fR Gn 8I ~] 2014 2017 a Ala 368 

amiarar8 mR? a~ 8] ref err@a a l arras srare a&le sq #I ft eek a8) 

#f a far=a i #fear a @fas#faif at qa seat af airer a8i ~ arl e 
atf an# ft ea 3if~are a auefta a 3au er ~y aa#t fasarue g 
arr ifvs ~ fa ~ aria mar a as an~ ~j a mmai a a@I aa 
ea a a ~I ~ ands»art arrear go am@ ~ e set a f»run Ta1 
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qRit rs,, 1: 1, 3ia 1 (37701, 2017) 

~ fr g me tt a&a a8i fa ~ ati aa~ ~ fa aanera arc# 
au aata ~ an r aa 8 a&i faun sf@ 9a fafa rents, r grara as e~ gt gar a#ty ea ·nuau oi oven area i r a at a 
3fraae rar a»a 3t ar«gear unra a ~ ma # a)d as aura 
a gi a aoe fa ai aRf~a ffesra i amt nra e mrge fdtra aft a{ 
mesh =n; afar srn at eh$ f 'jong a s rel gera rage @f.Re#faui 
3r aafel a gas af gr nraf~rare o# are en st @ e ar 3fa» (Right 
to silence) qar Ta 3fa ~ it are a ma j ~y aa z& afar 3reiare 
a m # a sat fRq? ~ a fife; aa~et qa Al gt. a&r sea 
srar orara 'a&t fa ~y a&a sea a»er ~ f» areiaare 4 
m a e at afra (Right to silence) ·ti 2an afRq aifa» e afar 
·#t, feT (Privileges)'' ~1 =&a aiaare at arrar a» arern a a as @a 

a»s ~ oaf» as r-#fares e«er, a8 ge a, fa at gas af oi as 
3rzr1 are 3rRrr ail am@i@are as a awn ap #t al a ~ ~t 3niaare 
ash # a a sea gouu f set ~ fr@ra fog aria&) at ea ~] 
sere giha gcha»e art m~ svaa ·re gR mare a &t gfr 
afan a feat au'fr aneiaanre as gs mas ij ¢ al tr fafa en a@t fie 
my dr fRis e's ms ~ vaa aeu j# a#t rr al anfaa 
rraT ea fa] arare fie' gt eiora ee' ~ ~ can ·ea 
3eiaare a ar (TADA) a8 ft arm at f sh gaiae ~ ta wait 
~Ah fe;fa if srafa #fa a ·rarer gout ~ fa rara ~ a si urri a 
3a an8r ~, aa afar iroai at arc#t la ~ qr ara smy 2o17 i 
is ffaa Alea i¢ a»sh # a=a a ea fra afdee a eyer.fa 
at qfa ~a fafar-af#at a# one a a ferg qa a»a#Rt afar a) tu 
it an! gt far= ff) as$t sra maa zawra a er srer ere en, graft 

git a ~ an~ sad ad fej ya afar ar esiea fa a f~up 
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s a# a & a ma & sn ~ raf~ ae we g a coma aa vat 
&I ash a ferfa seer asi zaid ~ aeht a& aa a») «ire at aid) 2 
aal ~j ~ amiaare area a@a fae~ at oroa Ry as ware aur 
a8i ~yg ta fraAl set er an ando»are ass ~ oat roae 
fen y 
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rmra <I a) 3r@PI en 
) faaair 3frat 

gd a»a 8 =nu at 3ram at a fer=ii au8t fate er ~ at 
va as sit ht ~, vase arr 'Republic' a»r q» @gr fRe «a ad araf 
am wafda fun, g«ft a qd a sraa fast rra qi af2er aru-# afva 
rf, =zmu aen gr~ rafra arauonarj at azeen en faasf # em nu 
afa ga n#} rafst ~ rarer a ff= uea3 aen rma a# a»Al, mfrs 
3nf0fa «err is.4fa aver qg a~ g=a a q fear ~ sz fa vat 
aura al 3IA 3re a fa a ire gore» fur on roan ~I as qa r 
3ref, qa ~fl srarf raven ~, frera6l erqa1 a fen~ «warn a a» farsfe 
at set 8 ~ ae a ra awa sra s~su nae ~, au ae ~ fa sf~a 
muaif i fa»ft a fa#t 3ms u mu a ara af wear a3reua gie1 3nun1 & 

ar# esfa vet =a al ear a sq ff@a a at er fa, 
=a 3rAwR II at 3ref mot s se aft at ra afar ~a at ~, afa 
rat a ffr= af a ~a wnfa arr amafa ? art se ea are#t sa 
aoI al era a i fr afra avf--azraven a~l anon aft sn raft ~ f»vq 
se a feta ~ e af a vena =tt en, ant a r~ a=z ? fa 
3r·a al ta «gr or Rei ~I ta reraa fRer ~ u ~ =nu a8t 3raervn 
3r.a·fe araei a at 3fa meta fear are ~ eRare a fr awa-a 
« reef ~ a sufraafa 3r aura ar 3r 3rf~roern ail at 
3fa»a en ~ 
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q fer =na aft @er·n afarra ~ a~ t a ass a fa~ gar ref 
or a aaren a6t eur s st arg we ~ ~, 3ra g~ afore afar a8 
mafra arqee ma~ ~ aen ·aa al artier tad eve--zraeen t alga ~a~ 
~; mrafar a 3@ +pa a et aeeqi mea aafra» anaaer men re 
nae ~id faraj f ua a en afaea fr~ qa ares#l =un arear eIT 
a~t eeru· rren -rrreres roar a nead q ae fa rt 

r#fas afar rzna as fa»fl ad s fRavr aft azrarven a eu ~ ~r 
mar ~I a»lea a 3r@er ·una at t are fut sn roar ~ 

1. af al sro»r sa f2tat, er 

2. zf? as vaa s var ~ a g mra zr n a ma &a ant] 

ge gar adger at an a wre ga feral a az ax~ ~ ~ fra 
arr rarer afar a afa, fas a@st, flea gent a a3me en 3rari 
ar fefr qi fer f»an nan s1 f» fas inert, agii, ai irif anfe 
a» few Hee1 t we faiu a 2fefa qffefaht fuffa sie ~, or 
-a a area a# qi at si aan ~ affefzi ~ afada er ear~ s~ 
8 

«Ia a»r gr r«er arza a qd ds are&en ~ ~, fe aur a) 
3fan ?t gt a ama qR fR ~ ~ at s a»fa =ma ~, zf it ~a & as 
q m# qsrai u amifa ~ sit rs gr me ~ a as uqa ma ~ 
at-f ·a a ar=fa si 2a ~ aa ~~ fut amae zier ~ fraa as 
aaf re a fR aa~s sat ~t 

3rre& sat« { rad aet di sr ad afar al ana mr=re fa 
a are ~ 8 ararer a «ya a frat a5l meat on mr= Gnat er ~ 

·nu a) in ze f» w#ft ru; waa u ~t arr gi ~ aaa» fir gea fau&a 
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fag as on, ergo, a f art a re aria ffa Ru at « NI 
3mraIR ~, gt a» renatfezi a fer 3nf2fas war-a, wfres =anarafRaij a fr 
onf~, , fin anfR ~ ama rerra a»r area aen gorfif~re ·au a fr~) 
du[a azea afua ad r#fa arf~are anf ·au at amara an@rear@er 
r- end 

fa»rd us 3rare a8t ~ fa ape fasaa a sR? qa» arena as al 
3 aer an ea ~ aafa» rt q ? ff.a vi ~ sra sras ~ ail 
gfr~) «a via are oral azrae at afRj ·a at min ze ~ fa» era 
if er a aasr aon raa aiaf re 3ran azast star a1fR~, 
ef) =na a fin8 f fer=a a fed war argr aft ervn a5l 3fade as 
aRt att an aet, Af aen ufa# fa=ea ea ~ # faesorea <nu a neea a 
use u ~ aifa f»an van y 
fa au a z~ al a mar al a afire au ~ uffa fat 

nI rae fras zrr roar s anfja, rafra a a#fea far a amt at 
riamn a fan al aa q~a a yaa fa»a set ~ at a~t ai fas 
qfan ~, gad f ~ sla s qi rarer.if a fa feur al feta ij a 
aft #y 

a#la if@ea ztr f g aea at gfa a~ fen i ff?aa gar fa~ 
~, aft arza i er 14 18 grr fro 3raaraii al «e a a~ er 
rre; a wrarfra a@fRuif a a3ranra al ee a a aa f~nun vat , g 
ar=fa rua a era, fiv, unf, arena anf? anaR u rera a dyer 

en r-a @ wet di a afar a ar-a a ea it snf era 
=af ~, gaa g ag fauna err 3r@efara snfRai a sraunfaa a f) 
wag ·ilafj ~j aver ar aura faa an ~ g at ga anf qe 
w@roe ea grr g mo as ga auf aoar ar al a f»an vu ~ 
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mfr sra a arqrev aen ea # fa»ei a3face 

it rrra u ~ r a fa, afja en er~fera qfega 3ran adva 
a~ anq #yg a us «ate ~ fa ti awe=et an=e~ea am a run 
a fs~ qi a~ aye~ al a8 anauarsr en arfrerst a fa nva al 

qa» 3l aez # use u ~ anal ~ an as ~ ad area anf al 
arr~d f u en? if2ua ffarai a al sa a8i ran, gar uga afro» 
aon s@fa faaiva ugg are an, saiuan a ze af qua u ~l 
sf~ra er ? a aae fo as asf s g was a sna ar#t a dfea 
g fun ~ aon imfra <nu fee art aufterfa of arr! ~t 

He aa fl if~era at a ~ faaizi a~t anaszraresat a eave ~j ae 
3re raf if~a a 4far{era area wrafuera zit 3rzra a# err 41 3r 46 

a8 g 
arr 41 gI 3· araf nrer er fRacier st at fRerfa i rear grr 

3u fa we a 3re rat era .era; aq at aua ~t 
e1 46 3rr rat grr aejl auif gr@f~a snf a or·ronf~ qai 

sr= fo~ real a if2es qi sf~fa fiat a~ raj qR fasts sz fean sq 
@en g=~ ior ate wafra» gr1 a fas.ae ien fRa my 

gr a if@aa a g ma ft an a fed a ar-fl u ~ are 
f ti # at er 41 a afar faaein aiii aft al aai =#i #t tar aa ~ fa» 
ifara # "disablement" re; ar it gain fan van ~ as #ft ia a amfa 
qg ej a zf fro gen rant fa#t zrziaea a fa a fa#ft 
evat8 aura au frun ran ~t 

gas afRfta a«g en rat a fa sf a fano= raaft area ij aa 
afafa ~ fa faaeiii a aeunor l wafera ~ roar At a~ my 
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facivoera wmra arr, 3fan a ierr en gf eafie arf2fur 
199 fta si on as rer faerisra raaf m h fue a fauf 
aural at araen aft r{ ~ f f ei aa fa if~ea ten sq dial a 
a ~, s&ft een nafa» fa»civet at a8t f sea a8i ~t 

2001 ft rr·oral a~ 3r@HR a riven era 2.13 fRa an fa#t 
• fa»ht gar a8 faerie e df8 ? ge aria& a#t ige rs gr anaiaa1 a8t 
7 ~ aa a a@ s fa arm 1o ~ fa»si afar ajaaf one 
3nf4) a 3r 6 IT 7 fRre arf~re aasfe are ~ 

wars i sa af at aa&art a fl a·ad are faain 
3re~lea at sr=ufefa at Her u ~t fer aerun raa ~, g a a a 
3Tiera 3raI au at isl fas&t anf are8l Toor@a et men gaar qe 
iff) en 3rga ea a ~ e) aen gaa fa uffterfa a si a 
a qrer are; a·a green ad fer~) fa area e), g araij ~ ui at t 
z8 ufa en f if~ura ga af ~ gel facne fer fasts rare fa 
1qL 

gI a or&f aa arfra anfuf er or-unfRai a a ~, fl if@era 

ga at afra, anffa aren r#fa afrari a ffaa a a fer 
fen#t iufe a a»tit au fa~ nq ~ raf faariit rr·a ij ze are 
arm1 a8l y 

aa=rat are ~ an@if?ta au ~ faaei aitt ~ rafa a fe~ fa~ a 
a1 urH ear au i faerie #fsae rise amefa ~ ~ ga rise a 
3if me eza are#t areez fear aren faerie ah a»e en e 
fa sna ? aeon wart gd rat yauif a ye ~ fafr ard era a» 
a1 a1 fan ma ~, g a gai a raw mer vu 8 +jsa c 
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fra any at araaeon en nee faerit area»re 

3ma1fa at fro 3r f~aaiif as raRt a rear? afavif aae gr 
ad aw~ a su rent Gnat en j 

3rru e esash i zg air ardt & art sa auf as a8) air=tat ~j 

a) feffe =@i an, s ara fa»aid arr a ?an are~era a&i gen ii 
as arf~tat ah 3fief zn a fer~ id a»at 

ti qa an-ea aft graa 1960 gra a area s 1970 a ego a a 
feafat err g, 1994 fa»aria afar rie (Disabled Rights Group DRG) 
a~ venqa i qe~ qa.qr.#t, National Federation of the Blind fa»eia ra 3r=ear· 
a &a it tar ar ien eh sit s ~s i a a #t et, gal enqa 1970 gs 

Mar sf aa faa»air a afro»i aA aia a fr~t iaj qd sneezer at 

ara ~. arr z egret ~ af&a (N.E.B.) gr zfcafa sf&ra»i a aon «av~ 
ra?t ta»fRz # arr f&era a fr~) a» fa»z ran oi area fRaarivarai 
ff3a aii a # gr arr tsar aaif» s# # ~ ra ama ra g i afarfa 
ii a» fey 

faei 3rfera»~i ~s # neeavf #a at veer 1977 al as aruf.era 
an~gr en fr«a zr Aa 3fat faaseiii, ef~cafure, zaaf~ i en@la u 
faeri s fer ran8 aafRaif #ta fare q 3rfa a ft a, 1970 a 
era» are aen 198o #} zf&a a an@le« qar an u faei afro»if 
fer) fweR id a aI en 

1980 3 1990 a eras a gm ij gar grr eunare fain 3if~at at 
ffaa a fr ta ana a-a aft mis al an# at y 

areifa 8l.sea.Sl. 1995 at 3re. 1995 afa fan vu, ga fer~) 1980 vi 
aura ~ ad ~~ aen gar nu frat sgu ana arat a ufa a ~ ee 
fen f 
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gaij ~ qa ea aea en 1988 i sh a#la it a gar.rel as i 
qsoai goama ff~ at zaa, ge~ us@R a 19en # faaeia a ~ ~ #ft a 
ffor a fr gas ff aa¢ { eh 

g ra a qa faeir 3fa»i a fer} iad at ae gaera4 iv= rel 
zfe&la ufie en ail @lai a art 

gW Jar 1994 ~ aaain f~a ria a~l eat us~ faein sra 3if~a 
s ~ sit as om s er en as a&if as iea ad gr fut H eI en, 

graif» g-at Re a~sa gait at rkerail at sou away ten gaat mi) al 
RI a·I onT, g-Ha grit a»r a&t arf~a» gee fop go3n «en 3ra f~a»anieroil 
as~ a at # gt a sari 1994 fain af~a via at ver a rer 
foei 3rfai a fel iad a ~ ~ ta q arr a g3ml 3ra ea 
faei ra ale fuss faaeivars aas Alfa e) ~ a&ta ar 3n-era 
used are # faaeiverai a ea qa a asa gape za qa gee 
3=era a fr tu gq, g a 1990 a era ~ us~ a an-ea at faei 
3mrlera a asa a&ai a area a»ea 3fa gfa en reif~ 3r 

fa»aieraij a aaj a # a z age as reueij aen iujf a arera 
a a arr set arr @art sa 3reteait at faerin or1 3n+era a8or 

aa ·a&tat a am-era asa gafar~ e ~ sulfa us~ at sa arr~let at 
qe a&a ere fa»a an at en 3 er gaft fa g·a He1 ea &aii a 
3frat at art aara an, zeifd» au sa gr fainer a~ nft 
3fiait a fer gar e a»ra a8t mi aft mt 8 fr@ sares d) z an eh fa 
a&laif as arfar at aft reef a rrer art ara on ra era gea fr ire 
gr qa aa qfa fen urn aen aft ere fa snqh, ge al 
tree 3if~a»i a rer re ga tfa, 3ma«la aren tfra» gar anfe 
t an era fut n a«n, s a fr~ qa» se rm a rra a st 
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rat afa en f~ area ~ ft fRg gan, s ra aa # a a +eel 
u ~ fgao fga q 3afa et f3a rise a sr=ifa faairer a) ta 
&8y Haga wa serer at gar fa set ~, f»« s=a sfRai a~ al{ 
ara at as nRt) y 

faei graft a z i ra 199s # ta a»fa»rt Rada ama a #la 
ire grr faaaiore era 3rare, 3if~cf~i an ierr aren uf afar 3ff-a 
1995 mfa fa»at • fr~ ieu ~ P.W.D." 31f~fa 1995 a =ma rrar oner ~; 
s affu gf~) a a a teer a n a»ear 3 aalfa eAl a a a8t 
iwe gr foaii a mfr» aeon an~fa arf~al a» affee al a f~) qa 
s a afe faun an, f~a»ein gaf a rs gr a a»rs ufa a»re. 
arenl igr roar 3mfa are a ae ear ~at #t 

(P.W.D.) af2fa a fRia 1995 ~ ufa f»a an en rezufa arlea 
uvae 1 oraa8) 19gs ~ e # pa»fire faa pun qd 7 9a? 1996 a au 
83on 

g ar reza ~ use# ar adla ie faai atuf a fen, or, 
rfa zarzne a#t re, arefRe qfaor a~ eert gad aa>r en (al@»e 
fl=au, real qd iare ~ ere, arrear een vfm 3nfR a aifrat al 
Jar er aSty 

ga afuua ~ grr rs aen wast a ga ae a fa~ gaerd aara a 
3 fa ae art ear araven ij sad ar a aeaa al fa fain at 3ru. 
mfras, ts~a aen 3nfja anf?~ arenas ail e aras gas are a#ta oft 
wa, gad sifra, gfreo men horn anf afar at area aii ~ ware var 
van ~] 

hf2re f~are en go rufa&a afar a#t ven ~t rafura graarail 
re rer gr ara gr w#) 3fut at era»r?l aita»fa ii faaerior a fer~) 
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3ners at # even a8l v ~ s arr ga aef ij af.ea fa gew gr 
faaria a =fa afart a qa at mar van ~ a fa r4 roarer zI 

areezr fears ar Ten z ri gar aa a ~a ~ fa fain fr PI 
ran at «rat a ~ ~ ae waua aft ea arr ~ are d a a~t ~ ate 
gff qa ar ear @a r d re; gad qadaor @en qi emf u& ~ ze 
mmfra ea ~, a f m&fa arrear, at fa s faei a·ft ~, gar aa u 
f aa fea van fa ga auif at fa a a mi gas8l rr A any.$ 

af 
g argi al ge a ~ f) ager sna af~ f» gra gr faaaivr a8 

&rar 3i zrarer or srenl a, fr ~ a aae ar aw aa a fare 
f azvera ~ aet ~, ze qae «at aiore, rat qi ere &et eel 

er ~ fa gr ~ mar a ffr== ar era a a~ &l 
dl.gee.$t. qae ij 14 3rza en 74 a~ aft ~, are 3re 3eza i 

fail a ran gera afraori aAl ref a»l ng ~t 
me@ arr i afa fa»eire f~a faairar aft ra 3fiat a re 

aafa8 qe@at # uff@a fa van ~ af» ae ~ are rtt atori aa a ra, 
wrer ti s ara al ant fi»~ on a f~ a f») a a rael er a 
3ref a) +4 qffa fa ·a 3 

3rs et arzzt v{ en rat Hr=-ffRaif aft raf ~ fraa~) verar 
grr gae at at ata am faun n at 

ate) 3rz ~ fascia a serif qer au~ an eon sea~t area aft 
af ~ a±la, au aeon er#l raj t ze 3me fay p ~ fa ~ ma u 
u arr, rie aen er ari sr seer i af~ faaire a a»er ue1 an 
u ra are ea#t ta»em aft or ro erfa» [fee avg rzr ei en 
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vr#ufof fearsij a8t aria a gra aze fa»aiva aft arena fslu er 
fen vra ~y 

iaai arena fret gfsat ~ fra ~, ga 3rife eafura raj ~ ze 
st ·a~ fa» ~ g aa at aaeen a? f is ad ma a au f@aai a at ma 
fen f ae gas f fg f@end suer«er arr am fa fa fah are a 
fen a a#t sn «wast ~e qaStasa faeneuii a# vea fa~ art, r# rarer anent 
far a faro a#t azaeen, aen fa fuai ail au@er a q aa f~au van 
, mf al{ fa»aria sra fen ~ ifa a e rq, gas ararra t graea 4 
f sq ~ fas a gr air aen anfsapr as agran fRn on fr sea 
fen fas guaoi, awarer aui, 3zrr· waft, fasts urea1as as Rue fz Gt 

as q fags 3rzua fer, a»rfasmi at Re a ue # aa ~ fa~ fay 
za a areas ten ff~re a iqea fie at fag gnasae at RI 
a fed auoer gt a, ae gr fa items ~ arufa afaor a#t eea 
men afRaraa # srfa ufafsi e ae feat an ~ fie fa»eri ai ash 
War a<far an a, 

re a as arena au a srai al aar a fa) ear@ =afaij ~ z 
sf) # Al faura ue fa»sit a f~ 3nefa f~ zq ~, rat~i a f) ae 
3far] «rat van f ~ ze fa ~ s e an sat em~j fraat gas f~ 
3Rf&a fa»at on «waa ~, rar? ant as afar ~ f» arf~ta»tf~en fa auf aa 
an ta» ar gt qe a~ gara a aa er ~ afa fas men aafa ~ &la 
am~ a qfeda een 3nf@sari al sauna # a~l sq a~ et a~t usara aft on 
wo, af~ g fa srare star ~ al era fer~ afar arr ant eta a»a 
men 3r~ fa asf ~j graeta·r a»a 3Iara «ran Tun ~y 

3m1 {re aiez rat grr area an, ~ca a s.era, fwd ee 
area inu= a foe wafare #, ga faeiii al fas fest sail 
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i H@FRI, r: 1,3i 1 (3PT, 2017) 

men ~ a ama<ea erfaet «en e fR~ , a4tor 3rar era a 
3nf at aura ~ 4fa gait zeta meat i f faun¢ er«er 
a fer~ a»er zu ~ mfa f a fRtaair err 3me# sea pail 
fan an Has srr 47 s 3rIR rat q gfRaer ear ran ~ fas a fa# 
afar? as rat hat a era fa»ei st om at ferf ~ a a ~tat i reefa 
a waft ~ a a 8 qefa ~t gar a rad 

1o~ ~ 12~ 3zuj ~ faerie a a ~ a a ad iemail al aaf a ~ qae gr «tu eR Hee faire 3nges eren rear t faerie 
3Is a8 fSt a# # a@ren aft { t 

gfu e arzna fra an gaurat rafra ~, ga art ~ aer 
1 ~ fa ~ fis zsrad faait' a f #a aen ara ~ aura a 

gI WR PW.D. to» @se r.a ~ frear r«ear faaaiit tea a fan 
a a tea ~#afa s= a a ar afaj a war an al 

graif~ fa ifur faeivar & q are n@» en, wrfl ire 
fa var a 4s ad ~ qa atfa»?t ae gar gR P.W.D. ae at ufta 
fa, aafra =u en ea f~) area a ea ze qa fsfa aen 
a1far?t a a p 

ff a qe vs arr on raer ~ fr sa gae ~ aura ifaura i 
3r1fa anf ee or·fe a fr f~ vq au ~ # a8i 3fa azn t 
au» gra grr fRaariri a~qef far a fr ga s rfra en anfefa 
arr@or @an a8t are» «zraren a~t n1{ &, f» f an#ft age a fa rat ara#t 8 
aauifa aae araa ear ~ rroij ar nu ti star, a d ar1ere» 
en rrar8l gl al aas # rnu area ~ f»· fa a ta rat1era 
a a su # ga qae at ga fes m # ar qeer area naa n a fas 
fr~ fa ire eat aft ur ~p 
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mqftra any at araerev ae re fas»err afa 

ft ire ad 2o6 qa an a-pa ufa f»run fr am..&t. ?@e 2016 

ma ~ urn ore ~, area # 1995 a ft.s«at. qae a fa s~ a qa r 
a a are 2zoo8 # a ar iga iu a faaiii a arfoi 
fa era at War ad gq zs a»at ufa fau, gar e~a zqai.At.3n. 
ft.8. a raerri at era aal er ~L 

g al a era i fa»eivur a lefras wrfras, an@fas «ea anf~ 
arfrai at go» or@a «raft are ~ at au four an ? rdfa tars at 
aa fq ere a on~ a» uerefe ra as fRu an ~, sraif gr fs 
# art ar rm # s v~ aga areteat a) era ~ f» 2016 gi 

a»a at an a»d rru raaaif at 3err@a den sits f~an an ~y 
3rrarel rear au am f 2016 «1 ze foeiel a ar sea at um~ i 

feat war star ~ at rare ga fRun # fa»e.ft gfaqe a rrer al aedl ~p 
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